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ABSTRACT 

Fission product release from spherical fuel spheres under different irradiation and heat-up conditions 

is one of the key criteria used in High Temperature Reactor (HTR) design. Accurate analyses of fuel 

performance and fission product behaviour is therefore essential in justifying the safe behaviour of 

the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR). GETTER proved to be a very versatile tool for evaluating 

fission product transport problems; ranging from heating experiments (up to 1 800°C) to full core 

analyses under operating and accident conditions. 

GETTER includes subroutines, which calculate the burnup and power history of a fuel sphere in the 

core, and the temperature distribution in the sphere based on given neutron cross-sections and gas 

temperatures. These values are then used to determine fission product inventories in the fuel 

materials. Transport through the coating layers of TRISO-particles, graphitic matrix material, and into 

the coolant gas are based on Ficks' laws of diffusion and evaporative mass transfer. 

A description is given of the physical laws and correlations used by GETTER to simulate fission 

product, activation product, or heavy metal migration in spherical HTR fuel elements. Reverse 

engineering of GETTER was carried out to obtain the mathematical derivations from these laws to 

the equations that were implementated in the source code of GETTER. In addition, some important 

anomalies regarding the derivations and implementation in the code are presented in this document; 

together with suggested resolution mechanisms in certain cases. The flow of theory implementation 

in the code is also discussed briefly. 
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Preface 
The outcome and results of the reverse engineering presented in this work was done as part of the 

PBMR company effort at verifying the software used for fission product transport. Much of this work is 

repeated, partially in a conference proceeding [1], or in greater detail in official PBMR documentation 

[2], [3], [4]. 

Due to several reasons, one being an underestimation of the magnitude of this exercise from the 

planning stages, it has taken about two years to complete the work, double the estimated time 

required. As a result, time spent on this work exceeds the requirements for a mini-dissertation, and 

the volume of work presented here is only a fraction (~25%) of the total documentation of the reverse 

engineering effort. However, it is hoped that the information reported in this document be self-

consistent and sufficient to understand the theory employed by GETTER. 

One of the key outcomes of this work was the realisation that a large amount of effort would be 

required to fully verify the legacy code GETTER. It may be more efficient to develop a new code, 

based on the same theory principles (and perhaps newer ones), but coded in a modern, modular 

way. This will allow verification of individual modules on a test bases, in line with future software 

verification procedures in development at PBMR. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
This list contains the abbreviations used in this document. 

Abbreviation or 
Acronym Definition 

BISO Binary Coated Particle (fuel particle with two 
coatings of PyC) 

FIMA Fissions per Initial Metal Atom 
HTI High-temperature Isotropic 
HTR High-temperature Reactor 
KTA Kerntechnischer Ausschuss (German Nuclear 

Safety Standards Commission) 
PBMR Pebble Bed Modular Reactor 
PyC Pyrolytic Carbon 
Re Reynolds number 
SiC Silicon Carbide 
TRISO Triple Coated Isotropic Particle 
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DEFINITIONS 

Word or phrase Definition 
Heavy Metal A metal of relatively high mass number, in this case greater than 230 atomic 

mass units per nuclide. e.g. U-233, U-235, Pu-239. 
Legacy Code Computer codes developed decades ago, in the old computer languages, 

and still in use today. 
Reverse Engineering of 
Software 

The process using a software programme's source code to trace back its 
origins to fundamental physical theories, models and correlations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Graphite fuel with embedded TRISO particles have been used successfully in high temperature 

reactors for the past four decades [7]. This fuel arrangement has demonstrated good fission product 

retention capability during normal modes of operation and accident conditions for burnups of up to 

12%FIMA[7]. 

However, not all manufactured fuel is of the same quality and variations in operating conditions of a 

nuclear power plant cannot easily be taken into account without justifiable calculations. In the event 

of fuel being subjected to extreme conditions (beyond fuel design intent), increased fission product 

release rates could present a radiological hazard for plant personnel during operation and 

maintenance of the plant. This is more important for direct cycle high temperature reactors, such as 

the PBMR [8] , because excess metallic fission product would plate out on primary system 

components, making maintenance difficult, and in some cases impossible. 

For metallic fission product release calculations, PBMR uses a German legacy programme called 

GETTER [9], which was acquired from Westinghouse Reaktor GmbH in 2001. It was originally 

developed and used by the German utility consortium HRB (Hochtemperatur Reaktorbau) during the 

German HTR programme. 

FRESCO II [10] is another fission product release programme developed at Forschungszentrum 

Julich, Germany during the German HTR programme. It would later be used towards the validation of 

GETTER. 

GETTER calculates metallic fission product release from a single spherical fuel sphere. This sphere 

may be exposed to a variety of conditions, simulating many possible scenarios such as normal 

operation cores, accident condition cores, irradiation tests, and post irradiation heat-up tests. For the 

first two conditions, two methods could be used to calculate the total core release, namely 

• a single "typical" sphere release is calculated and scaled to represent all the pebbles in the 

core, 

• many random sphere releases are calculated (each being a single GETTER run), averaged, 

and scaled to represent all the pebbles in the core. 

Irradiation and post irradiation test simulations are done by using a single sphere calculation with 

conditions defined by the test. 

Being a legacy programme, GETTER had not been well documented and hence it was necessary to 

reverse engineer its Fortran 77 source code in order to understand its theoretical base and 
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algorithms. The base and algorithms are summarized in this work, together with details about current 
validation status, and future plans for validation and model improvement. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

Metallic fission product release from Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) fuel presents a safety 
hazard and operational problem. When radioactive metallic fission products (e.g. 137Cs, 90Sr, 110mAg) 
are released from spherical fuel elements into the helium coolant gas, they can contaminate major 
components of the primary system; such as the turbine and recuperator. Build-up of radioactive 
contaminants increase the radioactivity of these primary components such that they may eventually 
become very difficult or impossible to maintain without violating radiation safety limits imposed on 
plant personnel. Another safety aspect is that of an accident which exposes the primary system to 
the environment. In this case, metallic fission products could contaminate the plant building, 
installation site and even the surrounding "green" areas. 

In the light of these safety and operational issues, it is important that the PBMR company is able to 
quantitatively estimate the contribution that metallic fission product release has on the radiological 
safety of the plant. If these estimations predict unsafe radiological scenarios, then further planning 
and construction of the plant would be a very risky project for all stakeholders. Estimations on the 
radiological impact of the PBMR are an integral part of the PBMR safety justification to the National 
Nuclear Regulator (NNR), the authority that issues licenses to construct and operate the plant. In 
addition, if they predict sufficiently low radiation release under all conditions of operation and design 
based accidents, then the risk for stakeholders would be reduced. 

It is important for all stakeholders (NNR, PBMR, and ESKOM) that the techniques used at obtaining 
these estimations are justified as scientifically acceptable. At the PBMR, calculations are used to 
estimate fission product release. For this technique, the NNR describes the requirements in a 
Requirements Document [11], which basically outlines the extent of verification and validation 
necessary for all safety calculations. In brief, the process of verification [11] includes demonstrating 
the 

• scientific applicability of all physical models and correlations used in the calculation, 
• correct mathematical treatment and implementation of physical models and correlations in the 

calculation, 
• clearly defined origin of each data item within the plant documentation, 
• claim to conservatism of calculations which are described as pessimistic, 
• overall modeling uncertainty due to neglect or simplification of phenomena. 
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The process of validation on the other hand involves showing that the calculation (or parts of it) yields 
similar results to that of benchmark physical experiments or validated calculations. For the case of 
metallic fission product release calculations, there is no known source of benchmark calculations, 
however, there exists some past experiments [7], and future planned experiments that could be used 
towards validation. 

Most of the theoretical knowledge and understanding of fission product release mechanisms from 
spherical High Temperature Reactor (HTR) fuel was acquired during the German HTR research 
programme in the 70s and 80s. However, most of it was trade secret and hence was not documented 
openly or published in international journals. Also most experts in the field have since retired or 
embarked on research in other fields. It is therefore not easy to acquire detailed information on 
fission product release models, making it difficult to develop new calculation techniques. 

Fortunately, PBMR obtained GETTER, a legacy Fortran 77 programme, which can calculate metallic 
fission product release from the reactor core. It does this by calculating the release from a single 
"typical" fuel sphere, and scales the result in order to estimate the total core release. The GETTER 
model employs equations and correlations from various disciplines of science and engineering; such 
as thermal hydraulics, nuclear physics, and mass transfer. This software was purchased together 
with its programme description manual [9] from Westinghouse (Germany) during 2001. Unfortunately, 
the accompanying documentation is not up to the standard required for verification [11], and hence a 
project was established to verify and validate the software. 

This project is part of the verification and validation effort, more specifically the verification aspect of 
it. As the software has already been developed, the verification will take place by extracting and 
justifying all correlations and physical model solutions used in the Fortran 77 code. This is contrary to 
the usual way of software development (provides a typical flow for calculation software design), and 
hence it can be referred to as the reverse engineering of the software. 

Obtaining all physical models and correlations from the software would also serve as a baseline for 
development of later calculation models. For example, later models could incorporate other 
mechanisms of fission product transport not covered in the current software. 
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Physical Process 

Correlations Analytical Solutions Numerical Method of 
Solutions 

Implementation for Calculation 

(Fortran 77 ->compiler ->machine code) 

Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the level of abstraction to be used for reverse 
engineering of GETTER. 

In summary, reverse engineering of GETTER will serve three key purposes, namely, it will 

• form part of the verification effort to meet NNR requirements, 

• aid in identifying bugs and anomalies in the code, 

• provide the baseline for development of improved metallic fission product release models to 

be implemented at a later stage of the PBMR project. 

The purpose of this work is to present a detailed description of the theory employed by the software 

programme GETTER in order to calculate material release from a spherical high temperature reactor 

(HTR) fuel element. The physical laws and/or correlations used by GETTER are discussed, together 

with details regarding their mathematical treatment and derivation for implementation in the code. 

Being a legacy software product, it was necessary to reverse engineer GETTER'S Fortran 77 source 

code in order to obtain this information. Anomalies encountered in this process are also discussed. 

1.3 SCOPE 

The scope of this document is to 

a. Describe the physical models and correlations employed by GETTER, 

b. Demonstrate the mathematical treatment of these for implementation in the code, 

c. Discuss anomalies and topics requiring further investigation. 
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2. MODELLING POSSIBILITIES 

GETTER is able to calculate the material release from spherical HTR fuel elements exposed 
to a variety of environments. It needs to be flexible with regard to the 

1. materials transported, 

2. spherical fuel element types, and 

3. environmental conditions to which the element is exposed to. 

Examples of a few possibilities for each of these three options are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Some options for GETTER calculation of material release from an HTR fuel 
Element 

Material types Spherical Fuel Element types Environment types 

• Fission products (131l, 
90Sr, etc.) 

• Activation products 
(110mAg, 134Cs) 

. Heavy metals (235U, 238U, 
241Pu, etc.) 

. Noble metals (109Ag) 
• Any isotope of long half 

life (>5 days), with 
known diffusion 
parameters in fuel 
materials 

• BISO particle based fuel 
• TRISO particle based fuel 
• Advanced particle fuel 

designs 
• A3-3 graphite matrix fuel 
• A3-27 graphite matrix fuel 
• Any spherical fuel element 

type whose material 
properties are known 

. PBMR core 
• Past German reactor Core 
• Fuel test rig in a research 

reactor core 
• Pre-irradiation heat-up furnace 
• Post-irradiation heat-up 

furnace 
• Storage tanks 
• Final disposal sites 
• Any environment whose 

conditions are known 

As can be seen from Table 1, many different material release calculations can be done using 
GETTER. However, for the current scope of analyses at PBMR, only a few of these are 
required in the near future, all of which are based on TRISO fuel, namely 

a. Fission or activation product release (110mAg, 90Sr, 1 3 1 l , 137Cs, 134Cs, 111Ag, 136Cs, 134Cs) 
from fuel consisting of an A3-3 graphite matrix, and exposed to conditions of the PBMR 
core. 

b. Fission product release (110mAg, 90Sr, 137Cs, 134Cs) from fuel consisting of an A3-3 or A3-
27 graphite matrix, and exposed to conditions of a fuel test rig in a research reactor core 
and/or post-irradiation heat-up furnace. 

c. Fission product release (110mAg, 90Sr, 1 3 1 l , 137Cs) from fuel consisting of an A3-3 or A3-27 
graphite matrix, and exposed to conditions of past German reactor cores and/or post-
irradiation heat-up furnaces. 

d. Noble metal release (109Ag) from fuel consisting of an A3-3 graphite matrix, and exposed 
to conditions a pre-irradiation heat-up furnace. 

Further details of these calculations and applications of GETTER are beyond the scope of 
this work and are described elsewhere [12], [13]. 
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3. MODELLING DESCRIPTION 

The main process of material transport through the spherical fuel element, used in GETTER, 
is diffusion, but several other processes such as fission product recoil are also present. A 
discussion is presented of all the physical models used by GETTER, these include those 
obtained from physical laws and correlations. 

3.1 PHYSICAL PROCESS 

Several physical processes are simulated by GETTER. These are outlined below, and 
detailed derivations from these are made in section 3.2. 

3.1.1 Fission, Decay and Transmutation 

The decay and transmutation chains (for nuclear reactor fuel) are well known [5], and 
summarized diagrammatically in Figure 2. Calculation of the fuel sphere's heavy metal 
inventory is most efficiently done by using transmutation and decay chains of the nuclides 
that contribute to fission product and power production; namely the fissile nuclides 233U, 235U, 
239U, 239Pu, and 241Pu. Simplifying the chain by removing the irrelevant nuclei and eliminating 
relatively short-lived isotopes yields the modified chains illustrated in Figure 3. 

This simplification needs to be validated correctly, as there exists some problems, for 
example, it ignores the large absorption cross section 233Th, at about 1000barns, which can 
reduce the yield of 233Pa and hence 233U. This effect needs to be assessed, and is recorded 
as an anomaly that needs resolution. 

The time dependence of each nuclide in the chain can be determined from Bateman 
equations [14] of the form, 

dN-
-J- = <f>y<j-^cMNi-i +KVKPNP ~^N> -*°fjN, -facM (3.1) 

where 

Nj = number of nuclei / (atoms), 

^ = neutron flux (neutrons.cm"2.s"1), 

yi,t-\ = y'e'd °f nuclide / from neutron capture by nuclide / - l (number of nuclei / per 
capture by nuclide / - l ) , 

acl_x = capture cross-section of nuclide / -1 (cm2), 

iVM = number of nuclei / -1 (atoms), 

kp = decay constant of nuclide p (s~1), 

vip = yield of nuclide / from decay of nuclide p (number of nuclei / per decay of 
nuclide p), 

Np = number of nuclei p (atoms), 
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Xt = decay constant of nuclide / (s"1), 

crfJ = fission cross-section of nuclide / (cm2), and 

aci - capture cross-section of nuclide / (cm2). 

It was necessary to use non standard characters for yield, namely j , , _ , and vt , due to 

requirements of other characters in later sections. 

Together these make up a set of coupled differential equations, the analytical solution of 
which is used to calculate the following parameters at the end of each time interval: 

• Nt for the heavy metals, i.e. heavy metal inventory of the fuel sphere, 

• B" - the number of fissions from fissile nuclide / per initial metal atom, 

B"T - the FIMA (Fissions per Initial Metal Atom), from B"T=Y,B- (3.2) 
i 

Details of these solutions are given in section 3.2.1. 

HTh !33Th 234Th 

"Pa "Pa 
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~ — ► = neutron capture 

= beta decay 

r X 
* 
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2 3 3 u — ► 
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► 
235, , 

► 
23a,, —4^u_} 

6.75d 

X 
2 3 7 N P -

2 3 8 u -
2 3 9 u 240 » 

h X 
* 

23. min r h 

2 3 8 N P 
239Np 240Np 

h 

2 3 8 N P 
* 

239Np 

1 2.1. " X 
* 

2.3 
* 

7.2min 

182min X * 
238Pu 239p„ 240Pu 2 4 1 P l l 

242p„ 2 4 3 P l l 238Pu 239p„ 

' 
240Pu 2 4 1 P l l 

242p„ 2 4 3 P l l 

| 14. " X 
* 

8.7 ■A 

241Am 243Am 

Figure 2: Detailed nuclide decay and transmutation chains for heavy metal nuclear 
reactor fuel. Adapted from Stacey [5] 
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"Th 
\ ^ = simplified transition 

233Pa 

27d * 
* 233,, 234, , 2 3 5 u 234, , 2 3 5 u 

239Np 

2 . 3 5 d ^ 

239p„ 24°Pll 24,PM 24°Pll 24,PM 

Figure 3: Simplified nuclide decay and transmutation chains for heavy metal nuclear 
reactor fuel. Adapted from Stacey [5] 

3.1.2 Power and Fission Product Production 

The average power Qav of the sphere during the time interval is calculated by the relation 

• _ B"T • N°HM ■ E f 

T 
(3.3) 

where 

N HM = initial number of heavy metal atoms (atoms), 

Qm = average power produced in sphere over time interval (W), 

-f = average energy per fission (J/fission), and 

T = length of time interval (s). 

Direct(YFD) and cumulative(YFC) yield fractions of the fission product are weighted according 
to the yield from the fissile nuclides 

/  

Y - — 
Bj. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where 

yi - direct fission yield of fission product from fissile nuclide / , 

r, = cumulative fission yield of fission product from fissile nuclide / . 

Hence the corresponding average fission product production rates, over the time interval, are 

W, "T ' NHM '*FD 
p,D 

ur - ^T ' ^HM ' *FC 
WP,C ~ " 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

for direct and cumulative yield respectively. These rates are proportioned to calculate the 

production rate from the fuel kernels and/or contamination (see section 3.2.5). 
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The time dependence of fission product content is taken into account using analytical 
solutions of equations of the form given by equation (3.1), where the production rate is given 
by equations (3.6) and (3.7). 

3.1.3 Fission Product Recoil 

Recoil of fission product adds to the fission product source rate in 

• the coating layers of the the TRISO particle, and 

• the fuel zone matrix material. 

The origin of this recoil is from the U02 kernels, and uranium contamination of the coating 
layers of the coated particle. Recoil also reduces the fission product source rate in the 
regions they originate from. 

Assuming a simplified geometric model of the recoil, where recoil is assumed to be isotropic 
in all directions, the recoil release rate from a sphere of radius ra is given by [10] 

WR,n =Wp,n-f 
( n 3 ^ 

(3.8) 2 *-„ 
•r —— 

V i Z J 
where 
wpn - rate density of fission product production from fissions in material «(atoms.cm"3.s"1), 

and 

£„ = recoil range of fission product in material n (cm). 

Proof of this equation is the subject of section 3.2.6. 

3.1.4 Gas Precursor Contribution 

It is assumed that the only significant contribution of the fission product transport via its gas 
precursor is that originating from the uranium contamination of the fuel sphere matrix 
material. This assumption remains valid as long as the gas precursor release rate from the 
coated particles is much lower than the precursor decay rate, which in most cases it is. 

Gas precursor diffusion may be described by the diffusion equation 

-^L = V.(Dg^cg)+ws,g-Xgcg, 0-9) 

where 

cg =cg(r,t) = concentration of gas precursor (atoms.cm"3), 

Dgn = Dgn(T) diffusion coefficient of gas precursor in material n at temperature T 
(cm2.s-1), 

Xg = decay constant of gas precursor (s~1), and 

w = source rate density of gas precursor (atoms.cm .s ). s,g 
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Assuming release from a uniform sphere of radius a, and making the conservative 

assumption of a steady-state concentration, an analytical solution to equation (3.9) was 

derived [15] and is given as 

R« 
3D g,» 

Xg-a ]D 
coth 

g,n \D g,n 

(3.10) 

where 

RB = release rate to birth rate ratio of gas precursor at steady state. 

By assuming spherical grains, or equivalent spheres, this relation is applied to diffusive 

release of the gas precursor from graphite grains into the pores of the fuel sphere. Diffusive 

release from the pores to the outside of the fuel sphere is calculated using the same 

formulation. 

An analytical solution [15] to the gas precursor diffusion equation (3.9) for steady state 

conditions also yields the radial dependence of the concentration of the gas precursor 

1 

a s i n h[vS 
(3.11) 

which can be used directly to calculate the spatial dependence of the fission product 

production rate in the graphite matrix pores (i.e. fission product production from decay of gas 

precursors). 

3.1.5 Heat Transport 

The rate of diffusion of diffusant (fission product, activation product or heavy metal) is highly 

temperature dependent [7], and hence the temperature distribution in the fuel sphere needs 

to be calculated in order to model the diffusion process correctly. 

It can be reasonably assumed that convection is the predominant heat transfer mechanism 

from the fuel, and so the temperature of the surface(Ts) is calculated from the surrounding 

gas temperature {Tg) and average sphere power production (gov) using Newton's law of 

cooling [16], [17], 

Qav=As-a-(Ts-Tg), (3.12) 
where As is the surface area of the sphere and the convection heat transfer coefficient (a) is 

given by [16], [17], 

a--
Nu-K (3.13) 

where kc is the thermal conductivity of the coolant, and d the diameter of the pebble. 
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For the case of fluid flow in a bed of spheres, a correlation for the Nusselt number^w) has 

been obtained during the German HTR programme [16]. This is given by 

,1/3 p r l /2 
,-nrto0'36 + 0.033—r 

Pr Pr 
Nu = l.27—nrRe0M + 0 .033- j^ - t e 0 8 6 , (3.14) 

where 

s = porosity of bed, 

Re = Reynolds number of coolant flow, and 

Pr = Prandtl number of coolant. 

To obtain the temperature distribution in the fuel-free zone of the sphere, use is made of the 
analytical solution of the heat diffusion equation [17] 

V*(kmVT)+q = PCpjK^, (3.15) 
ot 

where 

km = km(F,T) thermal conductivity of matrix material (W.m.K"1), 

T =T(r,t) is temperature of matrix material at radial position r and at time /, 

Cpm = specific heat of matrix material (J.kg"1.K"1), 

q = q(r) power density in matrix material of fuel as a function of radial position (W.m3), 

p = density of matrix material (kg.m3), and 

F = fast neutron fluence (neutrons.cm2). 

This is solved for the steady state case, with no power generation in the fuel free zone, and 
with boundary conditions such that 

• the surface temperature is determined by equation (3.12), and 
• the rate of heat flowing through the outer surface is equal to the power of the sphere -

Qav-
For the temperature distribution in the fuel zone, use is made of the analytical solution (see 
section 3.2.8 for the derivation of the solution) of the steady state heat diffusion equation 
(3.15) with the given average power density (gyjin the fuel zone volume (F/Z) 

and boundary conditions such that 
• the temperature at the interface between the fuel and fuel free zone is as determined 

above, and 
• the rate of heat flowing through the fuel zone surface is equal to the power of the sphere. 
The thermal conductivity (km) of the fuel sphere graphite is dependent on the fast neutron 

dose and temperature. It is calculated from interpolations of experimental data, for example 
that of Kania and Nickel [6], as described in section 3.3.1. 
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3.1.6 Diffusion Coefficients 

Once the temperature profile in the fuel sphere has been determined, the diffusion 

coefficients Dn(T)for the diffusant in the different fuel sphere structural materials can be 

determined using the Arrhenius relation, namely 

-E. 

Dn{T) = Dy°T, (3.17) 
where 

D°„ = frequency factor or diffusion constant (cm2.s"1) in material n, 

En - activation energy for diffusion (cal.mol"1) in material n, and 

Rg = 1.98721 (cal.mol"1.K"1) = universal gas constant. 

Diffusion coefficients of a gas precursor in the graphite grains are determined by using the 
Arrhenius relation (3.17). However, in the fuel sphere pores a combination of binary gas 
diffusion and Knudsen diffusion is used. The equation for the binary diffusion coefficient (gas 
in He coolant) is given by Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory [18] 

Dgb(p,Tg) = 0.0018583- J T ^ + T^ ^ T T - (3 18) 
\MHe Mg pg-ab-Qb 

where 
MHe - molecular weight of Helium (g.mol1), 

Mg = molecular weight of gas diffusant (g.mol"1), 

pg = pressure of coolant (atm), 

ab = collision diameter of binary mixture (A), 

Qb = collision integral for diffusion, and 
THe = H e 9as temperature (K). 

For the Knudsen diffusion through the graphite matrix pores, the diffusion coefficient is given 
by [19] 

DgtP(T) = K,.v, (3.19) 
where 

Ks = Knudsen constant for gas diffusant in matrix pores (cm), and 

v=v(T) = 
'iRJ-V'2 

KnMg ; 
(3.20) 

is the mean speed of gas diffusant atoms at temperature T (cm.s1). 

The diffusion coefficient for the gas diffusant in the pores of the graphite matrix{pgjn) is 

obtained by combining these two diffusion coefficients using the Bosanquet relationship [20] 
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JUJ_ + _ J _ (3.21) 
Ds,m Dg,P KrDgJ> 

where Kt is an empirically determined constant for the matrix material and takes into 

account the porosity/tortuosity factor of the matrix pores. 

3.1.7 Surface Sorption and Mass Transfer 

Graphite has the ability to adsorb some metallic atoms at its surface, and hence at the 

surface of a fuel sphere, the release rate of diffusant is governed by a combination of 

phenomena such as surface sorption and convective mass transfer [10]. 

It is assumed that the diffusant forms a very thin gaseous boundary layer at the surface of 

the fuel sphere, and the convective mass transfer of diffusant to the coolant is based on the 

difference between the boundary layer (cw) and coolant concentration (c„), namely 

Js=-Dm(vc\s)=/3.{cbl-c„), (3.22) 
where 

Js = flux of material transfer at the surface 

Vc\s = concentration gradient of diffusant at the fuel sphere surface, and 

P - the mass transfer coefficient, 

which is calculated from analogous correlations [18] used for heat transfer (equations (3.12)-

(3.14)), by substitution of Nu and Pr with the Sherwood(Sh) and Schmidt(&) numbers 

respectively, so 

P = ^ , a n d (3.23) 

C^.l/3 0 _ 1/2 

■% rJte«+0.033% Sh = 1 . 2 7 ^ - R e " 3 6 + 0 . 0 3 3 ^ - R e 0 * 6 . (3.24) 
For low diffusant boundary layer pressures and high temperatures, the concentration in the 

boundary layer is related to the partial pressure (pb!) by the ideal gas relation 

cbl=^-NA, (3.25) 

where 

NA = 6.022x 1023 (mol"1) = Avogadro's number, and 

Ra = 82.057 (cm3.atm.mol"1.K1) = gas constant. 

The partial pressure in the boundary layer is determined from the Henry or Freundlich 

Isotherms [7], which give the relationship between partial pressure and matrix surface 

concentration. 
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3.1.8 Time Dependent Concentration 

The space and time dependence of the diffusant concentration (c„) is found by the use of 

the diffusion equation 

^ = V.{D„Vcn)+ws,„-Aen, (3.26) 
at 

where 
wsn = source rate density of diffusant in material n (atoms.cnrf3.s~1), and 

X - decay constant of diffusant (s"1). 

Solution of this is obtained by an implicit numerical method, which uses discretizations in 
both time and space. It also takes into account spatial (temperature and material) 
dependence of the diffusion coefficient, as well as appropriate boundary conditions across 
material interfaces. 

3.1.9 Diffusion in Coated Particles 

Numerical solution of the diffusion equation for the coated particle is carried out by taking into 
account U02 kernel and four layers (buffer, pyrocarbon, SiC, pyrocarbon), and the 
temperature of the matrix region in which the coated particle lies. 

The non-diffusion source of fission product for each layer is calculated from various creation 
and loss mechanisms outlined in Table 2. 

Table 2: Non-diffusion fission product sources taken into account for the coated 
particle. 

Layer Creation Loss 
U02 
kernel 

Production from fission of heavy 
metal content. 

Recoil fraction out to buffer layer. 

Buffer 
and 
InnerPyC 

Recoil fraction from U02 kernel. 
GETTER considers Buffer and 
InnerPyC as a single layer with PyC 
properties. 
Production from fission in 
contamination. 

Not taken into account. 

SiC Recoil fraction from Inner PyC layer. None. 
Outer 
PyC 

Production from fission of heavy 
metal contamination of the outer PyC 
layer. 

Recoil fraction out to the fuel sphere 
graphite matrix. 

3.1.10 Diffusion in Naked Kernels 

Coated particles that are defective (having damaged SiC layers) are conservatively assumed 
to have no SiC or PyC layers and hence their U02 kernels are considered "exposed" to the 
graphite matrix of the fuel sphere. The fraction of these naked kernels in the fuel sphere is 
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fixed over a time interval. Calculation of the failure rate of coated particles is done external to 

GETTER and is based on fuel temperature and burnup. 

Diffusion of diffusant out of these kernels is treated in almost the same way as that of coated 

particles, with the major difference being that no buffer, PyC, or SiC layers are used. 

3.1.11 Diffusion in Fuel Sphere Graphite 

Just as in the case of the coated particle and naked kernel, the numerical method solution of 

the diffusion equation is applied to calculate the diffusion of diffusant through the fuel sphere. 

However, the source term in this case consists of many contributions: 

• Diffusive release from coated particles and/or recoil fractions (fission product) from 

coated particles' outer pyrocarbon contamination fissions. 

• Diffusive release from naked kernels and/or recoil fractions (fission product) from the 

kernel fissions. 

• Decay of the gas precursors in the pores of the graphite matrix. 

• Fission in heavy metal contamination of the graphite matrix. 

• Failure of coated particles with diffusant stored in its coating layers. 

3.1.12 Activation Product 

In the case of activation product calculations (e.g. 110mAg from fission product 109Ag), 

GETTER calculates and stores the time and spatial dependence of the fission product 

concentration over all time intervals. Thereafter it uses this to calculate the source terms 

(activation of fission product) and hence the transport of activation product through coated 

particles, naked kernels and the fuel sphere. It is important to note that in the GETTER 

model, activation product source terms do not include recoil or gas precursor source terms, 

contrary to the case of fission product source terms. 

3.2 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

3.2.1 Fission, Decay and Transmutation 

3.2.1.1 Heavy metal inventory 

The individual nuclide Bateman equations, derived from the general equation (3.1) for the 

nuclides in the chain presented by Figure 3, are presented below. These equations form two 

sets of coupled differential equations; the first five belonging to the Thorium chain, and the 

remainder to the Uranium chain. 

In order to simplify the notation, use is made of the two-digit code [21] for nuclides. The 

nuclide is identified by two digits made up from the last digit from the atomic number and 
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mass number of the isotope. For reference purposes, those used are listed in Table 3. The 

non standard characters vip and yit_x are described in section 3.1.1. 

dN, 
dt 

dN, 

=-«K,02#o: 

dt 
dN» 

dt 

dt 
dN* 

dt 
dN2i 

dt 
dN. 

13 _ 

39 _ 

dt 
dN49 

dt 
dN40 

dt 
dN4l 

dt 

^ 1 3 , 0 2 ^ , 0 2 ^ 0 2 ~^3NU " M . 1 3 ^ 1 3 

1 ^23,13^3^13 - ^ ° " / , 2 3 ^ 2 3 ~ ^c.23N2i 

^ 2 4 , 2 3 ^ , 2 3 ^ 2 3 - «K-,24^24 

: ^25,24^,24-^24 ~foc,25N25 - * * > , « #2S 

- ^ 3 9 , 2 8 ^ , 2 8 ^ 2 8 ~ ^ c . 3 9 ^ 3 9 ~ ^59^39 

= ^49,39^39^39 - ^ ° " / , 4 9 ^ 4 9 " ^ , 4 9 ^ 4 9 

= ^ 4 0 , 4 9 ^ , 4 9 ^ 4 9 ~ <K,40^40 

= ^ 4 1 , 4 0 ^ , 4 0 ^ 4 0 - ^ ° " / , 4 1 ^ 4 1 - ^ - , 4 1 ^ 4 1 

Table 3: Reference for nuclide index notation 

Index Nuclide Index Nuclide 

02 232 J h 
90 ' " 

28 2^u 
13 233Pa 

91 r a 
39 29lNp 

23 233 ( j 49 239 p 
9 4 r u 

24 234 ( j 
9 2 " 

40 240 p 
94 r u 

25 235 J 
9 2 " 

41 241 p 
9 4 r u 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

Analytical solution of a set of coupled differential equations is obtained by solving each 

equation in sequence. Starting by rearranging equation (3.27), the first equation of the 

Thorium series, 

dN„ 

and integrating both sides from / = 0 to / = / 

= -focsadt, 

AW/) dN, f^-^-J' N 
JV«(0) 02 

dt 

In ^ ( 0 
^o2(0)y 

= -9<*c,v£ 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

which can be simplified to yield the time dependence of Th inventory, 
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-0°c,O2' N02(t) = N02(0)e 
Substituting this solution (3.40) into the next Bateman equation (3.28) in the set gives 

dN, 
at 

and rearranging this by taking all the Na terms to the LHS yields 

dN,, 
dt 

^ + (Xn+^n)Nn ^y^cr^N^e-^' 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

which can be solved by multiplying out both sides by an integrating factor [22],[23] e^**"'-^ 

(3.43) 
at 

and noting that the left hand side can be expressed as a single differential 

at 
followed by rearranging 

and integrating from / = 0 to / = / 

r=o 0 

N (t)e^'+^-»^ -N ( 0 ) - ^'3.02^,02^02 ( 0 ) ({*a+t<'c.a-*'.M)t A 

^ . 3 + ^ , 1 3 - ^ , 0 2 

Rearranging to obtain an explicit equation for the time dependent concentration of ^jPa 

N (t) = N ( O V " ^ ^ ' - " ^ I ^n-m^<Tc-02 °2(Q) Lrt°c«i< c-(^3+^.i3>1 
^ 3 + ^ , 1 3 - ^ , 0 2 

and gathering like exponentials yields 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

N , fv ^13,02^,02-^02 ( ° ) c-*..at | 

^ 3 +^(T C i l 3-^(T C ) 0 2 
^13 (0 ) " 

7l3,02<*CTc,02^02(0) ~(-ll3+^,13> (3.50) 
^ 3 + ^ , 1 3 - ^ , 0 2 , / 

Dividing through the numerators and denominators of the fractional expressions by the flux 

NX3(t) = ^ , 0 2 ^ , 0 2 ^ 0 2 ( 0 ) g-^c.02' + 

^ 3 / ^ + °'c>13-0'< c,02 
Nu(0)- •VlS.O^c.lH^M0) e-(A13+^c,.3> i ( 3 5 1 ) 

A i 3 / ^ + (TCj l3-(TCi02y 

and simplifying by making substitutions for the coefficients of the exponentials, yields the 
time dependent 233Pa inventory solution 

Nl3(t) = Aae-*Tc'af + fl13<f ^ ^ . 
By substituting this solution into equation (3.29) 

(3.52) 

dN. 23 

dt ^23.1343Us*"*' '02 ' + 5 1 3 ^ 1 3 + < K l 3 > ) - ^ / , 2 3 ^ 2 3 - ^ c . 2 3 ^ 2 3 (3-53) 

and carrying out steps similar to that from (3.41) to (3.51), where full details are available in 
[2], the solution for the inventory of 233U can be given by 
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N23(t) = ^ 2 3 ( 0 ) - ^ 3 ( ^ . 3 / ^ 3 _ , 

^ °7,23 + °"c,23 °"c,02 °7,23 + °"c,23 

-(^13+^,13)' , 

2̂3,13 (̂ 13 Iffil f13 
\ 

- ( ^ 1 3 ^ ) - ° " c , l 3 / 

V23_i3^V/^413 

J-(<*oy,23+«|CTc,23)' , 

(3.54) 
"23,13"13-"13 -^ , 3 +(H<TC 13 J( + "23.13V13'W^13 -4ocSat 

°"/,23 + °"c,23 _ ( ^ 3 I <l>) ~ °"c,13 °"/,23 + °"c,23 _ °"C>02 

where simplification by renaming exponential coefficients results in 

N23(t) = A23e~^2i+^c-2i)' + B23e'^l3+^n)l +C23e"^-02 '. 
substituting this into (3.30) and solving as done above yields 

V . . . . / T — A— V . . ..ft „ H „ V-. „ / T —C— 1 

Once again 

fj (t\- M t(\\ y2^,7iac,23^23 >;24,23Crc,23°23 J24,23Crc,23^'23 -<fac 24' , 
" 2 4 W ~ J V 2 4 W ? ' \ Z 77 e ' + 

^ CTc,24~\CTf,23+Crc,23) 0c,2l-A\-il<P-ac,\Z ac,24 ~ &c,02 ) 

y24,23ac,23^23 „-(faf,23+frc.Zl) ^24,23^,23^23 ^(hi+^c.n)1 , >;24,23<Tc,23(-' 

°"c,24 ~ l°7,23 + 0"c,23 ) °"C,24 ~ ^13 I <!> ~ °"C>13 0"c,24 ~ °"C,0 

(3.55) 
234U inventory 

1^23 -ftTe,02' 

and renaming exponential coefficients yields 

W24 (0 = A e^-^'+B e~v<Tf'23+ta'c'23>' +c e 3+^7c'13'' +D p~^Jc-mt 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 
Substituting this into (3.31) and once again solving as done above yields the U inventory 

N25(t) = e \<llc'c,25+'tiaf,2Sf 
# 2 5 ( 0 ) -

^25,24 °c,24 "^24 ^25,24 °"c,24^24 

^ , 2 5 + °"/,25 - ^ , 2 4 ac,25 + ° 7 , : . 2 5 - 1 * 

J;25,24Crc,24^-24 >>25,24Crc,24^)24 

°"c,25 + °7,25 - (^3 /V + °^13J °"c,25 + °7,25 ~ °"c,02 

■°7,23 + °"c,23J 

S 25,UVcJA ^24 e J>;25,24Crc,24'024e  

(o- / 2 3+(T c 2 3) °"C,25 + °7,25 - °"c,24 ^,25 + °"/,25 ~ V°7,23 + a-

J /25,240c,24'-24e . „ , _ . -

ac,V> + 0-/.2S _ (*13 / V + °"c,13 ) ^ , 2 5 + 

^25,24 < Tc,24-^24 e 

°7 ,25 <Tc,02 

+ 

(3.58) 
and renaming exponential coefficients gives 

N25(t) = AaeA*-**'t^ + B2ie*°<"' + C2ie{^'M+^^ + D25e"fe+^'3> + E^e~*°'^ (3.59) 
Similarly for the Uranium 238 series, starting with z U starting with equation (3.32) 

Na(t) = Na(0)e -fae,lt< (3.60) 
and substituting this into equation (3.33) in order to solve for the Neptunium 239 inventory 

#39(0 = # 3 9 ( 0 ) - >'39,28O 'c,28#28(0) 

followed by simplification of the exponential coefficients to yield 

N39(t) = A ^ ' ^ + B39e*°^. 
Substituting this into equation (3.34) and solving for the 239Pu inventory 

+A39) + > ;39,28 (Tc,28#28(0) -»rc,28' ( 3 Q-| \ 

°"C,39 + ^39/^-^c,2» 

(3.62) 
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#49(0 = # 4 9 ( 0 ) -
^ 4 9 , 3 9 ( ^ 3 9 / ^ ) ^ 3 9 ^ 49,39 {^IM 39 

^ 4 9 , 3 9 ( ^ 9 / ^ 3 9 e 

c,39 *39 ° > , 4 9 + °"c,49 _ °" °7,49 + °"c,49 °"c,28 ) 
°y,49+*Krc,49^ + 

- + V49,3 9 ( 'W^39< r ^ 2 8 ' 
-A39/& 

and renaming exponential coefficients yields 
°"/,49 + °"c,49 °"c,39 °7,49 + °"c,49 _ °"c,28 

(3.63) 

(3.64) N49(t) = A49e-(^'9+^9} + B ^ ^ ^ + C49e~^2*' 
Substituting this solution into equation (3.35) and solving for the 240Pu inventory (as done 
similarly above, and described in full detail in [2]) 

#40 ( 0 = #40 CO)' 
-^49^40,49 ac,49 yWA9TcrcA9^49 ^40,49 °"e,49 ^ 4 9 

^°"c,40 ~ ° 7 , 4 9 ~ acA9 facAO ~ ^°'e,39 ~ ^39 ac,40 ~ °"c,28 

-^°<r,40' 

J) 

+ 
^ ,40,49C re,49-^49e 

oy,49+0°<\49 > 
■ + 

> , 40 ,49^°"c ,49 5 49 e 
-(fac,39 +^39 ) 

&r An ° / , 4 9 CTc,49 'c,40 «*°"c,40 - 0°" c,39 '^39 
■ + 

> ,40,49O"e,49^-49e 
-^°c,28' 

(3.65) 

'c,40 'c,28 

and renaming exponentials to simplify the expression finally yields the solution 

#40 (0 = A40e~^40' + 54 0e-^+^<>> + C ^ e ' ^ 9 ^ + D40e'^2i' (3.66) 
Similarly by substituting this solution into equation (3.36) and solving for the 241Pu inventory 

^41,40 °"e,40-°40 

# 4 . ( 0 ■ 

' j v - 4 l ( 0 ) • y 4 U O < T c -4 o A o 

°"/,41 + °"c,41 _ C r e , 4 0 °"/,41 + °"c,41 - < T / , 4 9 ~<Tc,49 

^41,40 °"e,40^-. ^41,40 °"c,40 "^40 

° 7 , 4 1 + °"c,41 _ Cre,39 - ^ 9 °"/,41 + °"c,41 - °"c, 

,_^0'/,41+^<Tc,4l) , 

V <T ^ g-^c .40 ' n -(^/ ,49+(^c,49) 
y41 ,40°e ,40-^40 e , ><l l ,40 o c ,40- D 40 e 

1 1-
°"/,41 + °"c,41 _ °"c,40 °7,41 + ^ M l - °"/,49 _ °"< 

^ ,41,40O"e,40(-40 t - 4 0 g y*\A0crcA<iLJ4<}v 

49 

° 7 , 4 1 + ° " c , 4 1 _ C r c , 3 9 _ ^ 9 / °7,41 + °"c,41 ~ °"c,28 

(3.67) 

and simplifying exponential coefficients to give the solution 

(3.68) 

3.2.1.2 Heavy metal inventory - number fractions and simplifications 

Re-expressing the major inventory equations derived in section 3.2.1.1 in terms of number 
fractions of the total heavy metal inventory present in the system originally is a simple matter 
of dividing the equations by the total number of heavy metal atoms originally in the system, 

N°HM. Consider first the case of 23
9
2
0Th inventory, given by equation (3.40), when divided by 

N%^ yields the number fraction of 23^Th in the system at the end of the timestep of length t 

#02(0 = #02(0 _ #02(0) -^c,02' 
' 0 2 W - 0 ^ 0 

i v H M i v HM 

Letting the time independent coefficient of the exponential be renamed as 

(3.69) 
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*.,(»>=4#) 
N HM 

and the exponential be renamed as 

(3.70) 

e02 ~ e 
-^c<a' (3.71) 

(3.72) 

gives the equation for number fraction of 23^Th at the end of the timestep as 

#02(0 = #02(0)602-

Next consider the case of 2^Pa inventory, given by equation (3.54), when divided by NHM 

yields the number fraction of 2"Pa in the system at the end of the timestep of length t 

Jtf ft\ #13(0 ^13,02^,02 #02(0)_-^c.(rf . 
^13 (0 - -770 = - « e + 

N ^ / t + VcU-Vcfil #ffl HM "13 / r T- "c,13 "c,02 *" HM 

V NHM 

Jl3,02°"c,02 N02(0) 
\il^> + crcn-crcfi2 NHU j 

-Wi+Kn) 

Substituting (3.70) and (3.71) into this, letting 

#13(0) = 
#13 (0) 

N HM 
and the exponential 

yields the number fraction of 2"Pa as 

_ -(^a+^c.nf 
eu=e 

(3.73) 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

„ ,,-v #02(°)3;13,02O"c,02 
# n ( 0 = -7—n e02 + 

^ 3 / ^ + C r c , 1 3 - C r , cm 
#13(0)" 

^ 3 / ^ + C r c , 1 3 - C r c , 0 2 v 

where the exponential coefficients can be renamed to Al3>l and AU1, so finally 

#n(0 = ^13,1 e02 + ^13,2e13 ■ 

Similar simplifications can be made for all the other isotopes, yielding the results 

Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 below. 

(3.76) 

(3.77) 
shown in 
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Table 4: Inventory equations in terms of number fractions of isotopes 
Isotope Equation 

232 - |-L-
9 0 T h ^ 0 2 ( 0 = ^ 0 2 ( 0 ) ^ 0 2 

233 p 
91 r d # 1 3 ( 0 = 4 3 , l e 0 2 + 4 3 , 2 e 1 3 

233 y 
92 w "23 (0 = ^23,3^23 "*"^23,2e i3 "*" ^23,1£02 

234 , j 
92'" ' " 2 4 ( 0 = ^24,4^24 + ^ 2 4 , 3 £ 2 3 + ^24,2£13 + ^ 2 4 , l e 0 2 

235 Jj 
92*"' ^ 2 5 ( 0 = "^25,5e25 + -^25,4 e24 + "^25,3^23 + 4 5 , 2 e 1 3 + -^25,le02 

^U ^ 2 8 ( 0 = ^ 2 g ( ° ) e 2 8 

2L9Np ^ 3 9 ( 0 = "^39,2 e39 + -^39,1 e28 

239 p 
94 r u # 4 9 ( 0 = 49 ,3^49 + 4 9 , 2 e 3 9 + -^49,1^28 

240 p 
9 4 r U " 4 o ( 0 = 4 o , 4 e 4 0 + 4o ,3^49 + 4 o , 2 e 3 9 + 4 o , l e 2 8 

241 p 
94 r U " 4 1 ( 0 = 4 l , 5 e 4 1 + 4 l , 4 e 4 0 + 4 l , 3 ^ 4 9 + 4 l , 2 e 3 9 + 4 l ,1^28 

Table 5: Expansions of exponential factors for number fraction inventory equations 
Short form Expanded form 

e 0 2 -^■7,02' 

£ j 3 
- W 3 + ^ c , 1 3 / 

^23 - ( ^ 2 3 + ^ , 2 3 / 

^24 -^■7,24' 

^25 2 5 + ^ , 2 5 ) 

^ 2 8 - ^ , 2 8 ' 

^39 -{fac,39 +h9f 

^49 ~y<rf,49+4<rc,49f 

e 4 0 - ^ , 4 0 ' 

* 4 1 
—V^Cyr^j +^crc>41 )f 

Table 6: Expansions of exponential coefficients for number fraction inventory 
equations 

Short form Alternate 
form Expanded form 

4 3 , 1 4 3 / < M # 0 2 (0)^13,02 °"c,02 4 3 , 1 4 3 / < M 
^ 3 / ^ + C r

c ,13 - C r
C , 0 2 

4 3 , 2 BnlKu # 1 3 ( 0 ) - 4 3 . 1 

4 3 , 1 C 23/NHM 
V23,13 ( ^ 1 3 ^ ) 4 3 , 1 

° 7 , 2 3 + °c ,23 ~~ °c,02 

4 3 , 2 B23 lNHM 
V23,13y; 'l343,2 4 3 , 2 B23 lNHM 

°7,23 + °"c,23 - 0*13 l^)-ffc,U 
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Short form Alternate 
form Expanded form 

•^23,3 ^2il"Hh4 ^ 2 3 (y) — -^23,1 ""-"23,2 

■"24,1 DIJKM ^24,23 °"c,23-^23,3 

°"c,24 ~~ °"c,02 

■"24,2 c IN0 
^24,23 °"c,23-"23,2 ■"24,2 c IN0 

ac,U - ^ 3 / ^ - ^ , 1 3 

■"24,3 B2JKM ^24,23 °"e,23-^23,1 ■"24,3 B2JKM 

° 'c,24 - ( ° " / , 2 3 +C7c,2l) 

•^24,4 •^24 1NHM ^ 2 4 W - -^24,3 - -"24,2 ~ -"24,1 

-^25,1 E25/<M ^25,24 °"c,24-^24,4 -^25,1 E25/<M 

°c,25 + °7,25 _ °c,02 

■"25,2 D25/KM ^25,24°"c,24-^24,3 ■"25,2 D25/KM 

°"c,25 + °7,25 - ( ^ 1 3 / ^ + ^c.l3) 

^ 2 5 , 3 c25/KM ^25,24 °"c,24-^24,2 ^ 2 5 , 3 c25/KM 
°"c,25 + °7,25 -{af,2i+(7c,23) 

^ 2 5 , 4 B25/N°HM >'25,24°"c,24-^24,l ^ 2 5 , 4 B25/N°HM 

°"c,25 + °7,25 - °"c,24 

^25 ,5 •^25 1NHM *\25 V V - -^25,4 - - " 2 5 , 3 _ - " 2 5 , 2 "~-"25,1 

■"39,1 B39/NHM 

C r c , 3 9 + ^ 3 9 / ^ - C r c , 2 8 

•^39,2 ^ 3 9 1 NfjM # 3 9 ( 0 ) - ^ 3 9 , l 

-419,1 c IN0 
^ 4 9 , 3 9 ( ^ 3 9 / ^ 3 9 , 2 

°7,49 + °c,49 ~ ac,2% 

^ 4 9 , 2 B49/<M ^49,39 ( ^ 3 9 / ^ 3 9 , 1 ^ 4 9 , 2 B49/<M 

°7,49 + °"c,49 - °"c,39 ~ ^39 / 0 

^49 ,3 A9/KM ^ 4 9 (y) — Ai92 — -^49 1 

Ao,i D40/KM ^40,49 °"c,49-"49,3 

°"c,40 ~~ °"c,28 

•^40,2 cjN°m >'40,49rCrc,49A9,2 

0°"C,4O _ ^°"C,39 _ ^39 

-^40,3 BJKU ^40,49 ac,49 -"49,1 -^40,3 BJKU 
°"c,40 ~~ °7 ,49 ~~ °"c,49 

•^40,4 ■"40 / ™ HM * M 0 ( V ) — -"40,3 — -"40,2 — -"40,1 

-^41,1 •^41 f^HM ^41,40 °"c,40-"40,4 -^41,1 •^41 f^HM 

°7,41 + °"c,41 _ °"c,28 
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Short form Alternate 
form Expanded form 

■"41,2 DjKu >'41,40°'c,40-^40,3 ■"41,2 DjKu 
°7,41 + °"c>41 - CTc,39 - ^39 /V 

-"41,3 CJNIU ^41,40(Tc)40-^40,2 -"41,3 CJNIU 
°7,41 + °"c,41 ~~ °7,49 ~ °"c,49 

A 1,4 BJKH ^41,40 ( Tc,40^40,l A 1,4 BJKH 
°7,41 + °"c,41 ~ CTc,40 

^41,5 AJN%, *Ml(")--"41,4 ~-"41,3 —-"41,2 - - " 4 1 , 1 

3.2.1.3 Burnup fractions of fissile isotopes 

Calculation of the fission rate of each fissile isotope (233U, 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu) is important, 

as they each have different fission yields of fission product. The number of fissions that each 

of these isotopes have per timestep can be expressed as the ratio of the amount of isotope 

fissioned to the total initial heavy metal inventory. 

For 233U, this can be expressed as 

^(0 = JL 
fa/,23N23(0dt 

N° 
(3.78) 

where the numerator gives the total number of 233U fissions over the timestep (using t = 0 

and t = t as the beginning and end respectively). Substitution of (3.55) into this equation 
yields 

(3.79) 
HM 0 

and also using the assumption of constant flux over a timestep, and the coefficients of the 

exponentials are time independent, yields 

Nm [, < ^ / , 2 3 + M , 2 3 ^ 3 + ^ , 1 3 <K,02 

which can also be written as (using short forms from Table 5 and Table 6) 

* a ( 0 = <7/.23 
-"23,3 V g23 7 ^23,2 U ~ g13 / ^23 , lV~ g 02/ 

°7,23+° 'c ,23 ^ s / ^ + O'clS CTc,02 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

Similarly for 235U , 

* * ( ' ) = 

fa/,2sN25(t)dt 
_ 0 

N° 
(3.82) 

HU 

Substituting (3.59) into this and integrating yields 
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!5(l_e-(^.*+^>) B25(\-e'^') c j l - e ' f o - " * ^ 

s(l-e-k+*-°>) EJl-e+'-*) JV.HM 

'4= 

■525(0 = O'/,25 

For239Pu 

^ 

+ ^ , 

also be written as (using short forms from Table 5 and Table 6) 

4-5,4 C 1 - ^ ) 4-5,3 ( l - e * ) ^25,2(1-^13) , ^25,1 C1 - e02 ) 

°"C,25 + ° / , 2 5 °"C.24 <7f23+(7c.23 ^ 1 3 / ^ + Cr
C.13 °"C.02 

which can ~.~ v » ..«..., 

5,5 V ~' e25 J , ^ 2 5 , 4 V _ e 2 4 j ^25,: 
+ = + : + 

2 5 + C r / , 2 5 °"c,24 ° / , 2 3 + CT
C,23 ^13 /<*+ / 

(3.83) 

(3-84) 

r 

J^o- / 4 9# 4 9(0* 
^,(0 = ̂ -

where substituting (3.64) into this and integrating yields 

(3.85) 

B;9(t). 
0<J /,49 

N: HM 

A49(l-e-^f-A9+<hc^) £ 4 9 ( l - e " ( ^ - 3 9 + ^ ) C49e'^c-28< 

0<Jf49+0(Tc49 ^ c 3 9 + ^ 3 9 <t>Ocl% 

which can also be written as (using short forms from Table 5 and Table 6) 

B49(t)-<rf49 
"4l9,3 V - e49 ,) -^49,2 V e39} , -^49,1 e28 

V CT/.49 + CTc,49 'c,39 + A 3 9 / ^ 'c,28 

For41Pu 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

^,(0 = 
\<p(jf^N„(t)dt 

N° 

where substitution of (3.68) and integration yields 

54
u,(0 = 

_ <fo/,41 
AT ffltf 

^4i(i_e-(^/.4.+K4,>) ^ 4 i ( i _ e ^ v ) c 4 1 ( i - < r ( ^ - 4 9 + ^ ) 
^o-/41+^crc41 ^7C > W <fcr /49 + 0crc49 

+ -
> 4 1 ( l - g " ( f e ^ 9 > ) £41(l-e"^28<) 

^ 7 39 + A j 9 ^ 7 , c,28 

which can also be written as (using short forms from Table 5 and Table 6) 

* 4 l ( 0 = O/.41 
Al ,5 ( l -g 4 l ) j ^41,4(1-g4o) ^ 4 u ( l - g 4 9 ) , A l , 2 ( l - g 39) | AyC1"^) 

■ , 3 9 + ^ 3 9 / ^ r / ,41 + GcM 'cAO GfA9 + °"c,49 CT- 'c,28 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 

(3.90) 

The fraction of fissions per initial metal atom (FIMA) over the timestep can then given by 

summing the burnup fractions of each of the fissile isotopes according to equation (3.2), 

BT = B23 + 5 2 5 + 5 4 9 + B4l (3.91) 

and the FIMA from plutonium fissions is determined by the sum of plutonium fission fractions 

only, namely 
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Bu
Pu=Bu

49 + Bu
4l (3.92) 

3.2.2 Power and Fission Product Production 

The average power generated in the fuel sphere is calculated using equation (3.3), and the 

power generated from plutonium fissions (QmP) during the time interval is given by a similar 

equation 

QmP= P" ™ f ■ (3.93) 
T 

The direct fission product yield fraction (YFD) at the end of the time interval can be obtained 

from the sum of the yield from each isotope according to equation (3.4) 

Y r ^ + YKB* + YM + r A „QA, 
IFD- — • w-w^; 

Similarly for the cumulative fission yield fraction the result is obtained from equation (3.5) 

_ r,i-B,, + r„5 , 5 +YAaBAa +r/,,.B" 
'FC 
y _ x 23^23 ^ x 25^25 ^ x 49^49 T x 41 ^ 4 1 / O Q C \ 

FC jyu ' V * / 

Stated more simply, YFD and YFC is the average number of fission product atoms produced 

per fission (during the time interval) for direct and cumulative yields respectively. 

3.2.3 Activation Product Source 

The general equations for activation product production from the fission product, and 
destruction from absorption and decay are given by 

^ = -+rCJtNp - XpNp + WT,D (3.96) 

and 

dN 
- ^ = -^CA^A ~ WA + y^cpXp ■ (3-97) 

where the subscripts p and A refer to fission product and activation product respectively, 

and the other parameters are described in the previous two sections. These two equations 
form a set of coupled differential equations, which can be solved by solving the first equation 
and then substituting this solution in the second. 

Starting by factorising on the right hand side of equation (3.96) and rearranging to get all Np 

terms on the left hand side 

p+{t*CiP+Ap)Np=WT>D (3.98) 
dt 

and multiplying out by an integrating factor e^c-pJrXp* 
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> C , P + A P ) dNp :.p™P, y_ + ya ^ + ^y^-p+^N„ = Wr ne'*~c-»™>" Lrc„+Ap) 
J, v 'c,p • "pr "P r,Dc 

then noting the left hand side can be expressed as a single differential gives 

d(e(^.p+^Np) 

dt - rrT,De 

Rearranging this equation 

d(,KW N J = WTDe^p+xp>dt 
and integrating both sides from t = 0 to t = t 

l]d^+^Np)=)wT,De °c,P+*p)dt 

t=0 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

(3.102) 

(3.103) efa.P+*p)N ( 0 _ N ( 0 ) =
 WrJ> Ufrc,p+lp) _ j) 

<t>°c,p+Ap 
and finally rearranging and simplifying yields the time dependent fission product inventory 
equation 

Np(t) = W p (0 ) -
W. T,D 

<fac,p+Ap 
A^c,p+^P} WT,L 

fac.p+^p 
(3.104) 

Substituting this solution into equation (3.97) and moving the NA terms to the left hand side 

and factorising 

dt + (fac,A + *A)NA = yA,p^c,p Np(0)- w, r,D 

fac.p+K fac.p+Ap 
(3.105) 

multiplying both sides by the integrating factor e^"c-A+ilA'1 

dt 

=yA,p<t>°c,P Np(0)- w, r,D 

<t>ac,p+Ap 

(3.106) 

and noting that the left hand side can be expressed as a differential 

dip J*'-*****) _ 
dt = yA,P0<7c,p Np(0)- w. T,D 

focp+Ap 
yA,p<l><*c,pWt,D C{^C,A+^A} 

fa,p+Ap 

,{-0<Jc,p-Ap+0a'c,A+AA)1 , 

(3.107) 

rearranging this equation 

d{NAe^^y\yAJoc,t N„(0)- W. T,D 

fac.p+^p 
,\-^ac,p-^p+'ll<Jc,A+^Af , 

yA,pfarc,pWT,D J^CA^A) 

(3.108) 

dt 

and integrating from t = 0 to t = t 
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1=0 
WAe" ^V'U,^, r 

Np(0)- w„ T,D 

<l>°c,p + &P 

fac.p + *p 

,(-foc,p-Ap+foc,A+AA ) 

(3.109) 
dt 

yielding 

NA(t)e{^A+^ -NA(0)=t yA^°^W^ JJ*<^ _ i l 
WC,A+^A\^C,P+^P) 

yA,p<l>°c,p 

focA+AA-facp-Ap 

tf ( 0 ) T-° Uc'frc.p-X-p+'frc.A^A) A 

(3.110) 

facj, + Ap 
and rearranging to yield the activation product inventory at the end of the timestep 

NA(t) = NA(0y i+XA} yA,p<t><Tc,pWT,D 

y>(rcA+^Ay>acp+^p) 
(l_e"^<7M+^)]H 

yA,P4°c„ ,pT"C,p 

^ c , A + X A - ^ c , p - ^ p \ 
Np(0)- w, T,D 

fac,p+Ap 
^(-*c,p-*p > _ e-(frc,A+*A} ] ( 3 -I -I -I ) 

If it is assumed that the fission product does not decay (Ap = 0 for stable fission product, as is 

usually the case), this equation can be written more simply as 

NA(t) = NA(0)e-^-A+AA} + / A ^ D ( i _ g - ( ^ W ) . 
¥°C,A+AA) 

yAJ°< Py c,p 

fac. A + ^ ~ t o 
tfp(oy w. T,D 

c,P V toy, 
L-+°c,pl _ e-{fac,A+*A) 

). (3.112) 

and further assuming no initial inventory of fission or activation product, it becomes 

NA(t) = yA,pWT,D 

f i l - ^ t a v ^ H L'^.P' _ A^C,A+^A)\\ U^ ĵJ 
,A+*A) ^ c , A + X A - ^ c , p , (3.113) 

These are very similar to the formulae used in GETTER, but an anomaly [3], [4] exists in 
obtaining the exact formula when it comes to activation product inventory calculations. These 
can be resolved by adjustments to the source code, or verification of the correctness of code, 
both tasks falling outside the scope of this work. 

3.2.4 Estimations of Nuclide Inventory 

It is frequently required to estimate nuclide inventory from constant production rates and 
changing production rates of the isotope. For example, the case of activation product 
production varies over a timestep, as the mother product concentration increases over the 
timestep. In most cases, GETTER uses a constant production rate over a timestep, as 
calculated by equations such as (3.7) and (3.6), this is especially true for fission products. 
Sometimes it also assumes a linearly increasing production rate, where it uses an 
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interpolation between the production rate at the start and end of a timestep, especially 
relevant for activation products. This section discusses the simplistic formulae used to 
calculate the inventory changes by such production rates. 

3.2.4.1 Inventory change for constant production rate - no initial concentration given 

Assuming a constant production rate i?(atoms.s"1) for production of an isotope with decay 
constant X, over a timestep of length T, the balance equation for nuclide production and 
loss can be written as 

— = R-AN (3.114) 
dt 

where N = N(t) is the number of atoms (of the isotope) produced and still living since the 

beginning of the timestep, i.e. N(0) = 0 as the initial condition. 

Rearranging this equation so that all terms containing N are moved to the left hand side 

dN 
— + AN = R, (3.115) 
dt 

followed by multiplying both sides with the integrating factor e* 

e* — + ANe*'=Re*', (3.116) 
dt 

and noticing that the left hand side can be expressed as a single differential 

4*!)-*\ (3.117) 
dt 

which after rearrangement yields 
d(NeAt)=ReAjdt, (3.118) 

to be integrated on both sides from t = 0 to t = r 

']d(NeA')=R]e*'dt, (3.119) 
r=0 (=0 

yielding the equation (after applying the initial condition of no initial concentration) 

N(r)e*T =-(eZT-\), (3.120) 

dividing this by the exponential finally gives the solution for inventory of isotope produced 
since the start of the timestep and still living at the end of the timestep as 

N(T) = £(l-e-Xr), (3.121) 
A 

where the coefficient of inventory change (from the rate of production) is given by 
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3.2.4.2 Inventory change for constant production rate - initial concentration given 

Following a similar procedure as in the previous section, except using a known initial 
concentration given by #(0) = N0 in equation (3.119) yields, 

N(r)eZl-N0=%**-l), (3.122) 
A 

dividing this by the exponential finally gives the solution for inventory of isotope still living at 
the end of the timestep as 

N(T) = j-{l-e-Xr)+N0e-■XT (3.123) 

3.2.4.3 Inventory change for linearly increasing production rate (initial and final rate 
given) 

For this case it is assumed that the isotope production rate increases linearly from R^ at time 

t = 0, to RT at t = T , hence 

R(t) = '*r-*o} t + Ro, 

and the balance equation for isotope inventory may be written as 

dN 
dt 

RT-R0^ t + Ro-AN, 

(3.124) 

(3.125) 

where once again, N = N(t) is the number of atoms (of the isotope) produced and still living 

since the beginning of the timestep, i.e. N(0) = 0 as the initial condition. Rearranging by 

moving all terms containing N to the left hand side 

d N J W 

dt 
R* ~Rn t + Ro, 

followed by multiplying both sides by an integrating factor e^ 

^-eM+ ANe*> = f ̂ - ^ V + V * , 
dt { T ) 

and noting that the left hand side can be expressed as a single differential 

d(Ne^)(RT-RQ^ 
dt 

te +Rf)e , 

which after rearrangement yields 

jfa^JflLl^Xe* +Soe* dt. 

Integrating both sides of this equation from t = 0 to t = x, 

t=T , . t=T( 

/=0 Mr 

R.-R, teu +R,eu \dt, 

(3.126) 

(3.127) 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

(3.130) 
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where the integral of the first bracketed term on the right hand side is obtained from a table 

of integrals [22], [23], and also applying the initial condition N(Q) = 0, yields 

N{r)e IT X-Ro v„* 
X) 

+ Ro V-0 
Dividing both sides of this equation by the integrating factor, 

N(T) = '*,-V 1 ,„ ^ e-Xz 

A 
^ r - l ) + xl + Ro 

'l-e-*^ 

followed by expanding the term in brackets of the first term 

N(T) = K-Ro r l e -ZT\ 

+ Ro 
r\-e~^ 

and factorising within this bracket gives 

K-Ro 
AT 

' ! _ e -*V> 
N(T) = 

where multiplying out the first term 

(K-RQ) (R*-RQV 

+ R« 
JJ A 

N(T) = 

and factorising the last two terms gives 
AT 

l-e ■Xr\ 

+ Ro 
r\-e~^ 

N(T) = RT-Ro 
+ 

' l - e - ^ v 

^ o -
AT 

(3.131) 

(3.132) 

(3.133) 

(3.134) 

(3.135) 

(3.136) 

which is the form of the isotope inventory equation (produced during a timestep, and still 

surviving) at the end of a timestep, for linearly increasing production rate, as used in 

GETTER. It is important to note that such an equation is not only restricted to application 

over an entire timestep, but it could be used for smaller integral or discrete timesteps as well. 

3.2.4.4 Inventory change for linearly increasing release rate (initial and average rate 
given) 

Consider the case of a given initial release rate (RQ), and average rate (Rav) of isotope 

release (from coated particle, sphere, etc.) over a timestep r, where the initial inventory 

N(0) = 0. The linear rate dependence as a function of time can be written as 

R(t) = mt + R0, (3.137) 
where m represents the gradient of the release rate. The balance equation for the average 

release rate can be written as 

dN_ 
dt 

^Rar-W, (3.138) 

which is the same form as equation (3.114), and hence has the same form of solution as in 

equation (3.121) 
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For the increasing release rate, the balance equation can be written as 

dN 
dt 

= mt + RQ-XN, 

which can be solved in a similar manner to the previous section, and has solution 

N(r) = m x-
\-e ■lr\\ 

+ R* 
f\-e~^ 

(3.139) 

(3.140) 

(3.141) 

Solving for the gradient m by substituting this equation into the average rate equation 

(3.139) 

m = (Rav-R0) 6--*) 
f 'l-e-*^ 

(3.142) 

JJ 
is the rate of change of the release rate over the timestep, and so the time dependence of 

the rate of release can be written as 

R(t) fo,-*b), l~g"*!L' + 
T-

R». (3.143) 

yj 

3.2.5 Burnup in Contamination 

Heavy metal content of the fuel element contamination differs from that in the coated 

particles, for example, the enrichment is closer to that of natural uranium. In order to 

calculate the burnup in the contamination, one could apply the formulae derived section 

3.2.1.3 to the contamination heavy metal inventory. However, a simpler method exists, which 

requires less computing resources, but is less accurate. This technique involves using the 

coated particle burnup and factoring this with the heavy metal content of the contamination, 

as described in more detail in the sub-sections below. In this section, fuel refers purely to the 

heavy metal in the U02 kernels, and contamination to the heavy metal outside of the U02 

kernels, i.e. in the matrix graphite. 

3.2.5.1 Burnup in uranium based fuel 

For fuel and contamination based only on uranium 235 and 238 (plutonium produced only as 

a product of burnup), the Bateman equation for 235U (3.31) can be re-expressed as 

dN. 25F 
dt = -(^c,25+<*0"/,25K 25 F (3.144) 

where the production from activation of 234U has been removed. The subscript F has been 

added to illustrate that this refers to the fuel inventory, and subscript C will be used for the 
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contamination inventory. Solution of this differential equation is done via the method of 

integrating factors outlined in the previous section, yielding 

N25F(t) = iV 2 5 F(0) e- (^- 2 5 +^ 2 5 > , (3.145) 
which is similar for the contamination 

N25C (0 = N25C (0)<f ̂ 2 5 + ^ 2 5 )r (3.146) 
and so for the burnup (FIMA) of 235U in the fuel, substituting (3.145) in (3.82) 

BU
25F(0 = 

and integrating 

$5F<$) = ± - o . (3-147) 
"HMF 

^ « = - U ^ W» (e" (^'2 5 +^-2 5 > - 1 ^ ( 0 ) , (3.148) 
HMF 

similarly for the contamination 

5 ^ ) = -T7 ^?'2 5 Wo (g>c'25+^'25> -lKc(O)- 0.149) 

For an equal timestep size, the two equations above (for fuel and contamination) have a 

common factor containing the fluxes, cross-sections and timestep size, so letting 

* 2 5 _ 

these become 

*>t» (,-frw*,,*) \ (3 150) 

BU25F(t) = k 2 5 ^ ^ (3.151) 
"HMF 

^ ( 0 = * 2 , % ^ (3-152) 
"HMC 

Similar equations can apply for the burnup from the other fissile isotopes, although this is not 

entirely correct, because their Bateman equations have production terms. This is an anomaly 

in GETTER. The extent of the correctness of this assumption needs to be assessed, 

however, the derivation will be presented here. So the equations for burnup of 239Pu 

i%,(0 = * „ % ^ (3-153) 
-"HMF 

*;9c(0 = * 4 9 % ^ (3-154) 
N HMC 

and 241Pu 

^ ( 0 = * « % ^ (3-155) 
" HMF 

^ ic (0 = * « % ^ (3-156) 
"HMC 
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where the same precursor (238U) was used as the source nuclide. The multiplicative 
constants in the contamination equations can be eliminated by substitution of the fuel burnup 
equations, yielding 

Rii ft\ _ "25F (QNHMF N25C (0) / Q . KT» 
2 5 c ( ) ~ N (0) 'H° ' ( 3 - 1 5 7 ) 

J V 2 5 F W " HMC 

B:9C(t)=B"49Fm™F J % g > , and (3.158) 
N28A0) N°HMC ' 

B"(t) = ^ V C O K A / F . #28c(0) ( 3 1 5 Q ) 

NnF(fl) N°mc 

The fissions per initial atom in the fuel and contamination are given by 

BTF = B25F + B49F + Z?4]F (3.160) 
and 

BK = B25C + B49C + B41C (3.161) 
respectively. The ratio of burnup between contamination and fuel is given by 

Br=^r- (3-162) 
BTF 

which can be expanded by substitution of (3.151) to (3.161) 

- + +-^25^(0) KMC N2SF(0)_ N»HMC iV28F(0) TV0 

Bn 
D _ - L^r v ' * • HMC a f v-/ ' ' HMC ^Bf v-y ■■ ■ MML /Q <M\ 

>TF 
and simplification by factorisation 

Bu
25F(t)N25C(0) , BZ9FWnc(Q) | 2?4"1F (QiV2gc «>) 

. iV25F(0) iV28F(0) iV2gF(0) JV°MF 
r /?" AT0 

•"JF ly HMC 

Letting the ratio of 235U to 238U in the fuel and contamination be aF and ac respectively, and 

substituting this into equation (3.164) yields 
Bu

25F(t)acN2SC(0) | Bu
49F(t)N2SC(0) | J ? 4 " 1 F (0^ (0 ) 

%iv28F(0) iv2gF(0) JV 2 8 F (0) i v V , 3 1 6 5 ) 

DTF i vHMC 

which can be factorised to 

Bl5F{t)^ + Bl9F{t) + Bv
w{t) 

Br= ^E . *HUF*ncW ( 3 1 6 6 ) 

°7F NHMCN2ZF{0) 

Now for fuel composed only of 235U and 238U, it is given that the initial composition is 
described by 

KMF=N25F(0) + N2SF(0) (3.167) 
and 
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N°HMC=N25C(0) + N2SC(0) (3.168) 
for the fuel and contamination respectively. Once again using the ratios af and ac in these 

equations gives 

and 

which can be factorised to 

NIMF =aFN2SF(0) + N2&F(0), (3.169) 

KMC =aCN2SA0) + N28c(0), (3.170) 

N°HMF=NVSF(0iaF+l), (3.171) 
and 
NffMC =N2SC(0)(ac + l ) . Substituting these two equations into (3.166) and cancelling common 
factors 

5 2 5 F ( 0 + B49F(t)+B4lF ( 0 / t \ 
Br= a-L fe±^ (3.172) 

BU
TF (ac+\) 

which gives the ratio of FIMA in contamination to FIMA in fuel based on enrichments ratios 

and fuel burnup. 

3.2.6 Fission Product Recoil 

Consider recoil in a sphere of radius ra with a uniform fission rate density of w . Assume 

the fission products are emitted isotropically, and have an average stopping distance (or 

recoil range) of /„ in the sphere's material. For a fission occurring at a distance r from the 

centre of the sphere, the fraction leaving the sphere is given by the ratio of the surface area 

of the recoil sphere (radius /„) outside the fission sphere (of radius ra), to the total area of 

the fission sphere (see Figure 4); more simply stated 

£(r) = ̂ . (3.173) 
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«„-*) 
recoil sphere 

fission sphere 

Figure 4: Diagram showing geometry of recoil modelling 

The surface area of the recoil sphere outside the fission sphere is equivalent to the surface 

area of the spherical cap defined by the plane of intersection of the two sphere surfaces 

(along line BDE), namely, 

AM=2x£H(£H-x) (3.174) 
where x is the distance between the surface intersection plane and the centre of the recoil 

sphere. Proof of this well known relation [24] can be demonstrated using the surface area of 

revolution integration technique [22]. 

Solution of JC in terms of /•, ra and /„ can be done by applying Pythagoras' Theorem to 

triangle ABD and CDB to yield 

(x+rf+DB2=r2, and 

x2+DB2=£2
n, 

respectively. Substitution of (3.175) into (3.176) and solving for x gives the result 

rl-tl-r2 
JC = -

2r 
Substituting this into equation (3.174) and then into (3.173) yields the area ratio as 

Int. 
e(r)-. 

r2-£2-r2^ 
'a *■ n ' 

2r 
Antl 

which can be simplified to [10] 

1 r2-t2-r2 

£(r) = - - > '■-
2 Arar 

(3.175) 

(3.176) 

(3.177) 

(3.178) 

(3.179) 
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For a spherical shell volume element at radius r in the fission sphere, where fission product 

production rate density is given by wpjn, the rate of fission product nuclei leaving the fission 

sphere by recoil from this volume element is described by 

dW = wpn-4nr2-£(r)-dr. (3.180) 
Integrating this over the entire volume from r = ra-£n to r = ra, where the recoil range is 

sufficient to escape the fission sphere, yields the net rate of nuclei leaving the fission sphere 

WR„ = \dW (3.181) 

Substituting (3.180) into this 

'a 
WR„= \yvp^-Anr2-£{r)-dr 

ra~in 

: 4 ; z r > V> J r 
r" (\ rl-tl-r^ 

(3.182) 

r„-l„ Ar„r 
dr 

and carrying out the integration (many lengthy steps) yields the rate of fission product leaving 

the fission sphere via recoil loss 

WR* = Wp,n^ 

, 3 \ 

> r2-
-n'a 12 

The fractional release from the sphere is then given by 

W, R,n w, R,n 
R,n w V W 

p,n n p,n 

(3.183) 

(3.184) 

where Vn is the volume of the sphere (or spherical shell) in which the production rate density 

wpn is occurring, from a total production rate of Wp>„ = wpjtVn. It is important to note that this 

fractional release is only dependent on the geometric factors of sphere radius and recoil 

range, namely 

F„„ = 
K 

R,n £ r 
tf3\ 

12 
where the volume of the sphere can be expressed in terms of the radius, yielding 

FR,n = 
K 

/ 

4 3 

, 3 A 
£ r - — 

"a 12 

which after simplification gives the fractional yield from a sphere as 

3£ 
ra „ — 4/% 16r/ 

(3.185) 

(3.186) 

(3.187) 

This can also be done rather simplistically for the case of a spherical shell, provided that 

• the thickness of the shell dr = ra - rt is greater than about twice the recoil range, and 

• recoil loss from the inner part of the shell is neglected. 
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GETTER uses such an approximation for the shell layers of the coated particle, where recoil 

ranges are of the order of 10 to 15 urn, and layer thickness are greater than 30um, however, 

the second condition has not been justified, especially between the silicon carbide and outer 

pyrocarbon layer. This is an anomaly that needs to be resolved. 

Continuing with the case of a spherical shell, the only difference will be the term 

corresponding to the volume of production would have to be that of the shell, so 

F =- n 

R,n,s 

and 

f /3>l 
I r2-^-

> 12 
(3.188) 

W 
FR,n,s=^- (3.189) 

P,n,s 

where the extra subscript s was introduced to refer specifically to the special condition of a 

shell. This can be simplified to yield the shell fractional release formula (remembering the 

assumed provisions above) 

F - , 3 x 
% -r, ) 

( p\ 
, 12 , 

(3.190) 

3.2.6.1 Source rate density for kernel 

As discussed earlier in Table 2, fission product source contributions for the kernel come from 

fission in the kernel; whereas loss occurs by fission product recoil from the surface of the 

kernel. For a coated particle fission product production rate Wpcp, with contamination fraction 

CT in the pyrocarbon layers, the production rate of fission product in the kernel is given by 

WpJc=Wpcp(\-CT), (3.191) 
by subtraction of the recoil rate from the kernel, the net source rate of fission product in the 

kernel is therefore 

Ws,k=Wp^-CT)-WR>k, (3.192) 
and dividing this by the volume of the kernel gives the source rate density of fission product 

in the kernel 

^/J-Cr)-^< (3193) 

Using equation (3.184) for the kernel gives the fractional release for the kernel as 

FRk=-^ = ̂ ± - ^ (3.194) 
R'k Wp,k Ark \6rk

3 

which can be substituted for WRJc in equation (3.193) to yield 

Wp,cp{l-CT)-FRJcWp^ 
Vk 

(3.195) 
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followed by substituting equation (3.191) into this 

Wsk^-CT)-FRMWp,cp(X-CT) ( 3 1 Q 6 ) 

vk 
and after some factorisation and simplification gives the source rate density for the kernel 

based on the total coated particle production rate, contamination and geometric fractional 

release factor 

Wp,cp(\-CTt\~FRM) 
Wsk=^E±_Z^L_iJi*i (3.! 9 7 ) 

3.2.6.2 Source rate density for inner pyrocarbon/buffer layer 

GETTER models the inner pyrocarbon layer and buffer layer as a single layer of the coated 

particle. This is not entirely correct, as these have rather different properties, with regards to 

density and fission product migration. This anomaly needs to be resolved, by using the 

correct fractional release formulae for a shell, or verifying that difference is negligible. 

For the inner pyrocarbon layer, the source of fission product is twofold, namely from fission 

production in the contamination (where the contamination fraction is given by Cip) 

WpJp=WpcpCip, (3.198) 
and recoil from the kernel into the pyrocarbon layer WRj!. Loss mechanisms from the inner 

and outer wall are not taken into account here, and therefore this is an anomaly that needs to 

be resolved. The source rate in the inner pyrocarbon is given by 

WsjP=Wp,cpCip+WRJc (3.199) 
and dividing by the volume of the inner pyrocarbon shell iyip) gives the source rate density in 

the inner pyrocarbon layer 

W C A-W 

w s , p = p-cp ip R'k . (3.200) 
ip 

Substituting (3.194) and (3.191) into this, for WRJi, and factorising yields the net fission 

product source rate density in the inner pyrocarbon layer 

^jrJP.+W-Cr-)) (3201) 
ip 

3.2.6.3 Source rate density for the silicon carbide layer 

It is assumed that no heavy metal contamination exists in the silicon carbide layer, and that 

the only source of fission product is recoil from the inner pyrocarbon layer (shell). Hence the 

source rate of fission product in the silicon carbide layer is given by 

W^=WRJpt (3.202) 
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where the inner pyrocarbon recoil rate WRip was used. Dividing this by the volume of the 

silicon carbide shell (vsc) yields the source rate density of fission product in the silicon 

carbide shell 

WRio 
™S,SC=^L- (3.203) 

' sc 
The fractional recoil release from the inner pyrocarbon shell is obtained by using (3.189) 

F - W** - . 3 . R''p's W . Ar
 3 - r 3 ) p,ip,s ^\rip rk ) 

( t*\ 
Lr2--^-,p,p 12 v j 

(3.204) 

and substituting this into (3.203) gives 

Fn W 
» , „ - R'% PJP'S (3-205) 

' sc 

which can be expanded by substitution of the inner pyrocarbon production rate, namely 

equation (3.198), to yield the fission product source rate density in the silicon carbide layer 

F w c 
" V = **'""* » • (3-206) 

' sc 

3.2.6.4 Source rate density for outer pyrocarbon layer 

The source rate of fission product for the outer pyrocarbon layer is made up of production 

from the contamination, and loss via recoil from the surface 

Ws,op=Wp^s-WRfip, (3.207) 
which can be transformed to the source rate density by dividing by the volume of the outer 

pyrocarbon layer (shell) 

w -W 
* % P = "'% R'°P (3-208) 

op 

Production from the contamination is proportional to the total production from the coated 

particle, with the proportionality constant being the fraction of heavy metal in the outer 

pyrocarbon layer Cop, so 

Wp,op,s=Wp,cpCop, (3.209) 
and the recoil rate can be given in terms of the recoil fraction from a shell (3.189), namely 

w , ( ^ \ 
F = R'op 3 

R'op's W /L 3 - r 3I 
p,op,s H\op 'sc ) 

When these two equations are substituted into (3.208) the result is 

*-Op'op yy 
\ 

(3.210) 

W C -Fn W 
_ p,cp^op ± R,op,s" p,op,s (3211) 

op 

and once again substituting (3.209) into this and factorising gives the fission product source 

rate in the outer pyrocarbon layer 
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w r d - F ) 
_ p,cp^op\L x R,op,sJ /3 212) 

S,°P y \ ' I 
op 

3.2.7 Gas Precursor Contribution 

Derivation of equation (3.10) for the gas precursor release over birth rate in matrix grains 

and/or pores was illustrated elsewhere [15]. This report also deals with the derivation of the 

gas precursor concentrations in the grains and/or pores, namely equation (3.11). These 

equations are used to calculate the rate of formation of the daughter fission product from the 

parent gas precursor fraction (indirect yield) that migrates through the fuel element. 

3.2.8 Heat Transport 

For calculating temperatures in the fuel sphere, analytical solutions of the heat diffusion 

equation (3.15) are used for discretized spherical shells. Steady state conditions and 

spherical symmetry are assumed, and so a one dimensional shell solution in radial co

ordinate r is determined for different regions of the sphere, namely the fuel free and fuel 

zone. 

3.2.8.1 Fuel free zone 

Consider a spherical shell in the fuel free zone, with known outer temperature (T0 at r0 in 

Figure 5) and heat flux, and wherein the thermal conductivity and heat generation rate is 

constant. 

fuel zone 

fuel free zone 

discrete 
spherical shell 
in fuel free zone 

Figure 5: Diagram illustrating discrete spherical shell in fuel free zone 

For the fuel-free zone, with constant volumetric heat generation rate given by gffz, the steady 

state heat diffusion equation has the form 

x df r - V N 

r 
2 dr 

r2 

dr 
<?#=0, (3.213) 
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with boundary conditions of known discrete shell outer temperature and heat flux, namely 

T(r0) = To, (3.214) 

= Q(rQ) (3.215) ir A d T 

kmA°dr 

where A0 is the discrete spherical shell outer surface area, and Q(r0) is the total power of 

the sphere up to radius r0, i.e. the power produced by gamma heating from r0 to rs is not 

included. If Qg is the total gamma heating power produced from the fuel sphere, and Qf the 

total sphere fission power originating from fissions in the fuel zone, then assuming uniform 

gamma heating throughout the sphere yields 

Qfr.)=Qf + Q,\ 
and 

By rearranging (3.213) 

and integrating over r yields 

3 /l's 

dr 
2| - dT \\ 

= -^ffzr , 

dT -a^r w + C,, 

(3.216) 

(3.217) 

(3.218) 

(3.219) 

where C, is an arbitrary constant of integration. Assuming the conductivity is constant in the 

discrete shell (i.e. no radial dependence), this equation can be rearranged 

dT _-q#r + C, 
dr 3km kmr 2 ' 

and integrated over r again gives the general solution 

T(r) = V Ct 
6km Kr 

+C0. 

(3.220) 

(3.221) 

Applying the first boundary condition of the known discrete shell outer surface temperature, 

namely equation (3.214) into this gives 

(3.222) 

and the second boundary condition (3.215) can most easily be applied by substitution into 

(3.220), yielding 

-k„A, ^ffzro C 
3kr 

- + ■ 
k r2 -Q(r0) (3.223) 
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noting that AO = Anr] , the area of the discrete spherical shell outer surface, this may be 

simplified and solved for C,, 

-K*< <iffSo x c, x 

3k. KK 
= Q(r0) 

An 
f«ffirl -c, = 0(0 

c,=- Qix0), Wo 
An 

Substituting this into (3.222) 

6*„, 07 o 

T . .3^ £(0 ^ 
An 

and solving for C2 

C,= < ? ^ 
6*m ^ 

7 „3> 

+C-

2W ^ + r„ 
An 3 

Finally substituting solutions for C, and C2 into the general solution (3.221) yields 

T{r) = iffS 1 
6k kr 

Q(>'o) i*n 
3 A 

An 
^ r o 

6K Kr
0 

T „3>i 
6W iffS* 
An 

+ T„ 

and simplifying this gives the radial temperature distribution in the fuel free zone 

T{r) = hti-r2). 1 
6k, 

fiW qmr; 3 V , ^ 

Vr roJ 
+ T„ 

(3.224) 

(3.225) 

(3.226) 

(3.227) 

(3.228) 

(3.229) 

(3.230) 
An 3 

Substituting the power density in the fuel free zone (3.217) and sphere power (3.216) into 

this yields 

T(r)jM-'*). ' 
&»•;*» 

V [s J 

An 
O r 3 

Anr] 
'\ O 
\T VoJ 

+ Z 

which can be simplified to 

T(r) = 
Ankr 

QM-'2) 
2r: +Qi + T0, 

(3.231) 

(3.232) 

and so for the inner surface of the discrete spherical shell, the temperature is given by 

Ti=T{ri) = 'QM-r?) ,(l P 
Ank, 2r: 

+ Q, + T„ (3.233) 
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3.2.8.2 Fuel zone 

The spatial temperature distribution for the fuel zone is determined in a similar manner to that 

of the fuel free zone, with the exception that the fuel zone has a modified power density and 

flux boundary condition. 

Consider a discrete spherical shell (see Figure 6) in the fuel zone with known outer surface 

temperature (Tf0 at rfo) and wherein the thermal conductivity and power generation rate 

(fission and gamma heating) is constant. 

fuel zone 

fuel free zone 

discrete 
spherical shell 
in fuel zone 

Figure 6: Diagram illustrating discrete spherical shell in fuel zone 

For a uniform power density (qfz) in the fuel zone, the heat diffusion equation in the fuel zone 

has the form 

]_d_ 
r2 dr 

r2 k„ 
dr 

\\ 
+ qfi=0 (3.234) 

with boundary conditions of known discrete shell outer temperature and heat flux, namely 

Tf(rfo) = Tfo, (3.235) 

-KA 
dT< 

m fo dr 
= Qf(rf0) (3.236) 

Ob 

where A/o is the discrete spherical shell outer surface area, and Qf(rf0) is the total power of 

the sphere up to radius rfo, i.e. 

Qf{rf0) = ±nr}oqfz (3.237) 

If Qg is the total gamma heating power produced from the fuel sphere, and Qfthe total 

sphere fission power originating from fissions in the fuel zone, then for uniform power 

generation throughout the sphere 
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Qfr= ^r + — - r 
3 nr* 3 Wfs 

where it is implied that fission heating takes place only in the fuel zone. 

Rearranging the heat diffusion equation (3.234) in the fuel zone 

dr 

/ 
2 

dIi 
dr 

\\ 

/ / 
= -Qe.r q& 

and integrating once over r yields 

where C3 is an arbitrary constant of integration. Rearranging this 

(3.238) 

(3.239) 

(3.240) 

dT f qfir + C3 (3.241) 

and integrating once more over r yields the general solution of the radial temperature in the 

fuel zone 

7 > M " 4 ^ 6*m Kr + cA. 

Applying the first boundary condition (3.235) to this solution yields 

7 > W ^ J b = - ^ - ^ - + C 
6k. k*rfo 

(3.242) 

(3.243) 

and the second boundary condition (3.236) can be most easily applied using (3.241) to give 

km^fo 
3k», kmrJo j I 

= Qf(rfo) (3.244) 

which can be simplified substituting equation (3.237) into it and rearranging to solve for C3 

C3 = Vf/fa l^Ufi 

v« 
and substituting Afo = Anrl into this results in 

C3=0, 
So by substituting this into (3.243) to and rearranging to solve for C4 

r _ q/zrfo , T 
4"l^T f° 

which when substituted into the general solution (3.242) gives the particular solution 

6km 6k, fo 

(3.245) 

(3.246) 

(3.247) 

(3.248) 

and after some simplifications gives the solution 

r/M=^rte-'2)+v (3.249) 
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Hence for the temperature at the inner surface (at r = rfl) of the discrete shell 

Tfi =TAf.)={~id~^)+Tfo- (3-250) 
For the special case of the innermost shell rfi = 0, the equation for the centre temperature is 

given by 

Tf,jn = "TT - ffajn + Tf0jn . (3.251) 

where rfoin is the radius of the innermost spherical shell (which is actually a sphere), and 

T/ohl the temperature on the surface of this innermost "shell". 

3.2.8.2.1 Fuel zone - volumetric average temperature 

The volumetric average temperature of a spherical shell from r = rfl to rfo, with temperature 

distribution Tf(r), is given by 

\Tf{r)dV 

Tf*-^ (3.252) 
\dV 

rf> 

where the volume element dV can be expressed as 

dV = 4nr7dr (3.253) 
because Tf(r) is assumed to be independent of polar or azimuthal co-ordinate, so the 

equation becomes 

\Tf(r}\nr2dr 

ff.s»=^Tf ■ ( 3 - 2 5 4 ) 
\Aw1dr 

rfi 

Cancelling the common factor of An between numerator and denominator, integrating the 

denominator, and substituting the temperature distribution for a spherical shell (equation 

(3.249)) into this 

rp( j^-fe-^Kk* 
o-v6*-Tf,» = — j 5 : ■ P ' 2 5 5 > 

r«. -r 'fo 'fi 

3 
and multiplying out the integrand 
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rfnr — r +Tr„r 
6k, 'fo' 6k. fo' dr 

Tf,sh ~ 

which can now be integrated to yield 

r3 - r 3 
Tfo Yfi 

(3.256) 

6k r* 

3 > 
rfo-rfi 

tf.sh —' 

Qfi 
6kr 

. 5 ^ 
rfo~rfi + T 

C 3 3> 
rfo~rfi 

fo 

r3 - r 3 

rfo rf, 

(3.257) 

where inverting the denominator and simplifying finally gives the volumetric average 

temperature for a fuel zone spherical shell 

f - q* r2 - qfz 
( 5 5 ^ 

rfo-rf< 
3 _ 3 

\rf° rf'y 

+ T fo (3.258) 
6*» J" 10*. 

For the case that the spherical shell represents the innermost shell (i.e. central spherical 

shell), rfl = 0, and this equation becomes 

■ f,shjn 
Qfz 2 Qfi .2 T 

'ffn 1 fn ~Y 1 4. 6k. 'fo 10*. 7> ^Jfo (3.259) 

which can be simplified by adding like terms gives the volumetric average temperature of the 

innermost shell as 

T 4fi + T, f.sJijn , f , fojn fojn (3.260) 

It must be noted that for the innermost shell, equation (3.251) can be substituted into this to 

replace rjoin, giving the volumetric average temperature as a function of the centre 

temperature and innermost shell outer temperature 

*f,shjn ~ , 1 'A ' i ^foJn)+^/o,,, (3.261) 

There is an anomaly in GETTER as it uses the above equation for the non-innermost shells 

of the temperature zones as well. The correct formula to use for these zones is equation 

(3.258). 

3.2.8.3 Graphite cup (calotte) surrounding the fuel sphere 

In the case of irradiation experiments in a materials test reactor, the fuel sphere is usually 

encapsulated in a graphite cup, also referred to in the code as a calotte (German origin), 

which can be approximated to be a thin spherical shell. Even though this is not the case, i.e. 

the calotte is spherically hollow inside and cylindrical on the outside, GETTER uses the 

model of a spherical shell cup to calculate the temperatures in the cup. This is an anomaly 

that needs to be resolved by modelling the correct cup geometry. 
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In the materials test reactor, the fuel sphere surface temperature is given by thermocouples 

placed on the surface, and hence this value need not be calculated as in the case of a 

pebble in the pebble bed reactor. It is also assumed that the gamma heating density in the 

graphite cup is the same as that of the fuel free zone, a reasonable assumption as the 

densities and material types are rather well matched. It is also assumed that the temperature 

gradient and dimension of the graphite cup is small enough not to change the conductivity 

significantly, and hence a constant conductivity is assumed throughout the graphite cup. 

fuel zone 

fuel free zone 

Graphite cup 
(calotte) 
surrounding 
fuel sphere 

Figure 7: Diagram illustrating graphite cup surrounding fuel sphere 

Hence the heat diffusion equation for the graphite cup, with a constant volumetric heat 

generation rate gc, is given by 

■2 dr 

( / 
r 

\ \ 
k ^ 

\\ 

dr 
+ qc=0 (3.262) 

with boundary conditions of known inner surface temperature and heat flux, namely 

Tcp{rs) = Tcpj (3.263) 

= Q{rc) (3.264) KmAc . 
dr 

where Ac is the surface area of the outer surface of the cup (at rc), and Q(rc) is the total 

power generated by the sphere (fission and gamma heating) and graphite cup. Using the 

previous definition of Qg as the total gamma heating power produced from the fuel sphere, 

and assuming that the gamma power density in the fuel zone and fuel free zone is the same 

as that of the cup (an anomaly still to be proved), then the power density in the fuel free zone 

can be written as 

4 c =<!#: = inr)' 
(3.265) 
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and the total gamma power from the graphite cup \Qgfi) is therefore 

(3.266) 

which can be written more simply as 

e^=%fe3-'■/)■ <3-267> 
Another useful variable is the total power from the sphere QT, which can be written as the 

sum of the fission power in the fuel zone Qf, the gamma power in the sphere Qg, namely 

Qr=Qf+Qe-
Hence the total power generated by the cup and the sphere can be written as 

Q{rc)~QT+Qg,c, 
where the power from the graphite cup can be re-expressed using equation (3.267) 

and the boundary condition for heat flux (equation (3.264)) becomes 

Km/ic , 
dr 

= QT + %fc-'/) 

(3.268) 

(3.269) 

(3.270) 

(3.271) 

where the area Ac ~ Ajtr} can be substituted into this to give 

dr 
Qg 
r 

(3.272) 

and after some simplification and rearrangement, the boundary condition becomes 

dT, 
dr 

Qr Qs 
Anr*km 4nrc

2kmr* fe-4 (3.273) 

Returning to the differential equation (3.262), and substituting the cup power density (3.265) 
into this 

r2 dr 
( dT„S) cp 

\ V dr JJ 
and rearranging 

d_ 
dr 

( ( dT ^ 
2 , U1cp 

V V dr J 
followed by integrating both sides with respect to r yields 

( dT\ i- . <£, 
dr 

v 

% V+c„ 
/ W 3 

(3.274) 

(3.275) 

(3.276) 
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where C, is a constant of integration. Dividing both sides of this equation by r2km, and 

noting that km was assumed to be a constant through the graphite cup, gives a first order 

differential equation 

dT cp -r + l 

dr Ankmr; r 2k. 
which at the outer surface of the graphite cup, r = rc, can be expressed as 

dT, cp 
dr 

Qg C, 

r=rc 

4^mrs " rtkm 

Substituting this equation into the heat flux boundary condition (3.273) 

—^— r„+ ' QT a 
4^mrs 

3 c r2k c m Anr2km Anr2kmr] 

(3.277) 

(3.278) 

(3.279) 

followed by rearranging and simplifying yields the solution for the integration constant as 

(3.280) 
An An 

which can be substituted into the differential equation (3.277) to give 

dT 
cp Q* 

■r + -
1 Q^_QT_ 

An An 
(3.281) 

dr Ankr* r2k„ 

This equation can be integrated with respect to r to yield the temperature distribution within 

the graphite cup 

TcP{r) = -
Q* 

Snkmr? 
-r2- 1 f 

rk 
Qg__Qr_ 
An An 

+ C2, (3.282) 

save for an integration constant C2, which can be determined by use of the inner surface 

temperature boundary condition (3.263) 

cp v J ' cp,s 
Qe 

8nkmrs rskm 

Q^_Qj_ 
An An 

+ C2, 

which upon rearrangement yields the integration constant as 

Q 
C2=TCPS+ ~g + — p' 8nk„r„ r,k m s snm \ 

Q^_QT_ 
An An 

(3.283) 

(3.284) 

Substituting this constant into the solution (3.282) gives the temperature distribution in the 

graphite cup as 

Tcp{r) = 
Qg 

Snk„r: 
2 1 

-r --

f / 

rk m\ 

QjL-Qr. 
An An 

+ T„.+-^— + cp's %nkmrs rskm 

Q^_QT_ 
An An 

or more simply (after some algebra) 

Tcp{r) = Tcps +-^{r} -r2)+-^- 1 1 

Vrs rJ 
fe-Or)-

(3.285) 

(3.286) 
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For the temperature at the outer surface of the graphite cup, i.e. at r = rc, this equation yields 

cp V c / cp,s "*" 
*>*mr; 

\rs-r^-
AT±, 

1 1 
m \'s 

--fe-Or). (3.287) 

which can be multiplied out and simplified to give the surface temperature of the graphite cup 
as 

*cpxc) cp,s 
Qg 

4nk„r? 2 s 2 r, + -
c J 4xk„ 

f\ 1 A 

\rc rs J 
(3.288) 

3.2.9 Time dependent concentration and numerical solution of the diffusion equation 

Assuming the fission/activation product concentration has a spatial dependence only in the 
radial direction, i.e. no azimuthal or polar dependence, the diffusion equation (3.26) can be 
simplified to 

dt 
j_d_(y 
r2 dr A,wf^W>)-^. (3-289) 

where spatial diffusion coefficient (D„) and production rate (wp„) have a radial spatial 

dependence. For the purpose of simplicity in this section, the subscripts />and n will be 

dropped, and capital C(=c) will be used, yielding the equation 

dC_ 
dt r2 dr 

r2\ D(r)f 
\\ 

J) 
+ w(r)-AC . (3.290) 

Analytical solution of this equation cannot been found, primarily because the diffusion 
coefficient and production rate do not have known analytical forms. Hence a numerical 
solution is sought, with many possible discretizations schemes possible. A discussion is 
given of two similar schemes, both involving Crank-Nicholson solution of the second order 
partial differential equation, but from slightly different perspectives. The first presents a direct 
discretization of the differential equation (3.290), and the second uses Fick's first law and 
conservation of mass. These approaches have previously been used and are also 
summarised in an early Dragon Project report of the software code FIPDIG [25]. 

3.2.9.1 Finite difference approach 

Consider a section of the discrete spherical shells, where indexes for the diffusion coefficient, 
production rate and concentration are assigned as shown in Figure 8. 
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&!..... R, . *,>. Ki R* 

KEY 
Rt = radius at outer surface of mesh zone / , 

R; = radius at centre of mesh zone i, 

C, = concentration at outer surface of mesh zone /', 

C, = concentration at centre of mesh zone / , 
Z), = average diffusion coefficient in mesh zone /. 

Figure 8: Diagram illustrating indexing of discrete spherical shells. 
Carrying out the outer derivative spatial (radial) discretization for the generalised mesh zone 

/ yields 

dC, ^ 1 
dt ~ R? 

R?D, dC 
dr •*,-.A-i 

dC 
dr i-U 

R-R 
+ wi-XCi, (3.291) 

■i-i 

where 

bt - effective diffusion coefficient on the outer surface of mesh zone i , 

dC 
dr 

= gradient of concentration at outer surface of mesh zone / , and 

w, = average production rate density of fission/activation product in mesh zone /. 

The effective diffusion coefficient on the outer surface can be determined by using 

conservation of mass (i.e. flow rate of material from the inner part of mesh zone boundary 

must equal the flow rate from the outer part), namely for the outer boundary of mesh zone / 

— Ci-Ci _ -=■ C^ C - A C - - C < 
^/+1 - Ri RM ~Ri 

(3.292) 

Taking the left side equation 
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— C -C — C -C 
Dt ^ - h L = _ A + 1 \M ^j ( 3 293) 

R I ~ R I RM~Ri 

and solving for C, by first simplifying and rearranging 

A(C, -C,lR,+l -R\)= DM(CM - c j * , -R,) (3.294) 
then multiplying out 

D,C,(RM - ^ ) - A C , ( R / + 1 - * , )= A + A i f t -R,)-DMC,fc -R,) (3.295) 
and gathering C, terms on the left hand side 

DA(RM -R^+DnCfc - ^ ) = A + Ai (^ / - A ) + A A ( A + I - *,) (3-296) 
taking out a common factor of C,, and dividing through by the remaining factor yields 

C, = D^iM -y+wM+i-A). (3.297) 
Di(RM-Ri)+DM{Ri-Ri) 

Now (3.292) can be used to solve for the effective diffusion coefficient Z), by substituting 

(3.297) into the right hand equation of (3.292) 

cM - A+Aife -3)+AA(RM -A) 
- DM Afe-*J+A+i(^-*,jZ = _3j cM-c, (3 2Q8) 

RM-Ri R
i+\-Ri 

and simplifying the numerator on the left hand side by finding a common denominator 

- Z T + 1 AK-^ )+A + I ( ^ - ^ ) _ = _ ^ 9 + I - Q (3.299) 
Ri+l-Ri RM~Ri 

and multiplying out 

- A + i 

CMAfl+i - C M A ^ +CMDMRr-CMDMR, -D^C^+D^^ - AC,A+ i + A Q * / 

^ , + i _ Ri 

Ri+\-Ri 

thereafter removing additive inverses 
.(3.300) 

C / + I A * M -CMD,R, -C,Z>,*<+1 + C,Z>,*, 

-DM <\ M »ir -MVi "</ = ^ ^/+i - / (3.301) 

and factorising the numerator 
Ri+l - R( RM - Rj 

<+l A S ' A A 
Ri+l~Rj Ri+\-Ri 

(3.302) 

Removing a common factor from the numerator and cancelling with the denominator 
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C / + 1A-CA * cM -c, 
D\Ri+i - / ? , ] +A + . l ^ -R,) RM -R, 

Once again factorising the numerator 

- A , D,(CM -C,) - C,. i c, (+1 

'/+1 A (^+1-*j+A+> (*,-*,) ' *,+> -R, 
And simplifying by dividing through by common factors 

1 A+iA ■■D,— 

(3.303) 

(3.304) 

(3.305) 

Rearranging this gives the effective diffusion coefficient at the outer boundary of mesh zone 

5=_ D^JR^-k) 
' AKI -^J+A + I ^ -A ) 

Similarly, for the inner boundary of mesh zone / the diffusion coefficient may be found 

(3.306) 

(3.307) 

Substituting these into equation (3.291) 

dC, 1 
at _ #(*,-*,_,) 

( 77 -Ri 
R; 

R. 

_ DMD,iA±-Rl) " 
AK>-*J+A+1 I*,-*,) 

dC 

'IA-IIA-^-J+AI^-I-A-II 
and discretising the inner gradient of the concentration 

5C 
5r i-i 

5r,. 
(3.308) 

dC, 1 
# 

r - r 

* 
v d - c . . A (3.309) 

^ A ^ + i - ^ ) + A + i ^ / - ^ ) . 
AA^fe-it,) . .. 

0M& -^- i j+W-i-^-JJU-A- i 
which can be simplified by cancelling common factors across numerators and denominators 

+ W.-AC, 

d€i _ 1 
# 

# 

(3.310) 

'_ A+1Afc+1-c,) , 
, A ( 4 I - ^ ) + A + I ^ - A L 

Applying the time discretization and using average concentrations on the right hand side, as 
per Crank-Nicholson technique 

+ w,-AC. 
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C/+l-C/ 1 
At Rf^-R^) 

R 
M '{ 2 2 

R. 7-1 

( rJ+x-i.rJ rJ+x 4-CJ 

' M [ 2 2 

(3.311) 

+ w, - X 
C/+x+C/^ 

Multiplying out by At and simplifying 

# 
'AtD^pteft+cL-ct 'i+V 'i+\ 

V 

tf + w /Ar-4c/+ 1+C/)^ 
(3.312) 

.„ .v+ i-g/)l 

and rearranging to move all j + 1 terms to the left hand side, and all j terms to the right hand 

side and factorising 

\ x— *? 
2 + Rffc - ^_ , )2 (A(A + I - * j + DM(R, -R,)) + 

AtDMDt 

RU AfAA-i 
R?(R\ - ^ _ , ) 2 ( D W ^ -*,_,)+ A (A_ , - Ri-i)\ 

R} toDMD, 

c/+1 

# ( * / - ^ _ , ) 2 ( D / ( R / + ] - * , ) + D , + I & -A)) 

# AfD,A-i C; 7+1 
(-1 

AtDMD, 1 ^ A f *,2 

2 Rf (Rt - j?M) 2\p, (RM -Rt)+ DM (ff, - A)) 

ft A^AA-i "7-1 m ^ ^ M is, 

A2 (A - * M ) 2(DM (R, - *M)+ A (*,_, - A-i ))J ' 
C/ + 

i?,2 A/D /+,A a , + 
#(*,-^-i)2(AtA+i-*,)+ A+.(A-A)) '+1 

R AtD.D, 
A2 (*, - i t , ) 2[A-I (A - A-,)+ A (*,-, - A--i)) 

C/_, + w, Af (3.313) 

Letting the coefficients of C/jJ1, C/+1 and C/++/ be equal to An Gn and # , respectively, this 

equation then becomes 

G&+1 +HiC^+AiC/^ =(2-G,)Cf -H,Cf+l -AfiU + w,At (3.314) 

where it may be noted that 
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G,=l + A—-Hl-Al. 
' 2 

(3.315) 

Letting the right hand side of equation (3.314) equal Kj gives the general form as 

G,C/+1 + Hfitf + A,c£ = K{ (3.316) 
The boundary condition at the centre of the sphere is given by the requirement of symmetry, 

in that the gradient of the concentration at the centre of the sphere be equal to zero, and is 

basically a Neumann boundary condition [23] as the gradient is specified. In discrete form 

this may be stated as 

-Z)(0) 8C 
dr R0~Ri 

(3.317) 

where the subscript 0 refers to the sphere centre position, namely at r = R0 = 0. 

This may be used in the discrete equation for the first mesh zone of the sphere, namely 

equation (3.308) for the first mesh zone 

dC, 1 f -^ 

dt R^RX-R\)\ ' I A ( 4 - * I J W * I - * I 1 

. A5>fc-fo) 
D0{R1-R\)+D\R(>-R01 

and substituting (3.317) into this results in 

8C 
dr 

Rl 
dC_ 
dr 

(3.318) 

dC, 1 
<Rf D2Afe-ft) 8C 

dr 

■ + wi- XCX 

+ w, - AC, (3.319) 
dt ftfc-Ro) ' { D ^ - R ^ D ^ - R , ) ) 

which be simplified completely discretized by applying similar techniques as for equation 
(3.308) through (3.313) above to yield 

1 + X& tf AfZ)2D, 
2 + R?{R[-R0)2[D\R2 - t f j + A ^ i -Rj 

C/+1 -

R AtD2Dl 

AHA - A M A I A -AJ+AtA - A)) xd7+1 

i - AAt 

R? 

R? AtD2D1 

#(A -JR0)2(Afe ~A)+A^i - J?J. 
C/ + 

(3.320) 

,M Af I ) 2A *j 

A2 (A- j y 2(A(A-AJ+AIA -A)) 2+Wl ' 
where ^0 = 0 has been used. Letting the coefficient of C/+1 and C^+1 be equal to G, and # , 

respectively, yields 

XAt 
GXC{+X + HXC{+X = (2 - G, )C{ - HXC{ + wxAt, (3.321) 

where G, = 1 + + HX . Finally, setting the right hand side equal to K{ gives 
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GxC{+'+HxC{+x =K{ (3.322) 

For the outer surface, two boundary conditions are possible, that of a constant surface 

concentration, or that of a constant outer concentration resulting in a mass transfer rate 

governed by the evapouration constant. These are discussed further. 

3.2.9.1.1 Constant surface concentration boundary condition 

At the surface of the sphere (i.e. at r = Rb=rs), a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied in 

that the concentration is specified and fixed at all times, namely 

C(Rb) = Cb, (3.323) 
where the index b refers to the outermost mesh zone of the sphere. Defining a radial 

position midway between Rb and Rb as Rb, and treating this as the mesh zone surface 
between Cb and Cb yields (using equation (3.291) and Figure 9) 

dCh 1 

& Rl 

RlDb 
dC 
dr -*A->A-> 

8C 
dr b-l 

Rb ~Rb-\ 

■ + wb-ACb, (3.324) 

where 

dC 
dr 

is the gradient of the concentration at radial position Rb. 

VA- i R
b R„ 

VAA Vm,\ 1 ! 

i 
t 

i * 

O I 

4; — ■ ! — L ' ! < 
Q C 

-2 ! C i 
-1 ' : c, 

/ / ill ' 
Rb-2 Rb-l Rb 

Figure 9: Diagram illustrating indexing near boundary mesh zone 

Using the mesh zone boundary diffusion coefficient equation (3.307) for Db_x, equation 

(3.324) becomes 
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dC> 1 
R2

bDb 
dC 
dr -Rb-\ A-il^-^-i)+^(V,-^-,J. 

"del y 

dr b-l 

dt Rl Rb~Rb-\ 

■ + wb-ACb, (3.325) 

and discretising the inner concentration gradients 

dCb 1 
dt 

Rb\Rb-Rb-i 

\RtDb 

(ch-cr 
\Rb -Rb j 

R 
C -C 

J\Rb~Rb-\J 

(3.326) 

• + wh-XCh 
A - i ( ^ - ^ - i ) + Z ) * ( ^ - i - V i l 

which can be simplified slightly by cancelling common factors between numerator and 

denominator 

dCh 

Rb\ Rb -Rb-\ 

\RlDb 
CJ~CJ 

\Rb~Rb j 
(3.327) 

*L > + wh-ACh D^-R^j+D^-R^j) 
Applying the time discretization and using average concentrations on the right hand side, as 
per Crank-Nicholson technique 

ct'-cj 
At 

1 

Rb\Rb ~Rb-i 

RLi 

\RlDb 
. 2(Rb-Rb) 

A A 

^(D^-R^j+D^-R.J 
multiplying out by At and simplifying 

> + Wu-X 
'ct'+cl 

Ci+l -Ci = 
AtRtD, 'b^b 

Rl 

AtR b-l 

Rl 

Atwh -

ci+i
+cj-ci+l-ci 

2[i-Rb-,JR
b~Rb) 

DbDb_,(cp+C{-C£l-Ci_] 
2{kb -Rb_^pb_\Rb -**_,)+A&_, - Vi)) 

+ 

(3.328) 

(3.329) 

noting that C[ = C/+1 = Cb as per boundary condition, and rearranging to move all non-

boundary j + l terms to the left hand side, and all j terms to the right hand side and 

factorising 
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f 

, AtX 
1 + + 

2 

AtR2
bDb 

AtRl,DbDb_, 

+ 

IR^i -i^A-ife -*,_,)+A,fe-i -4_J 

A ^ - I A A - ,  
2R2

b{kb ~Rb_^bb_,{kb -* ,_ , )+A&-, -4_,)) 

cr1 -

C£l 

1- AtX AtRlDb 

2Rl{kb-Rb_^{Rb-Rb) 

ACAA- i 
2R2

b[Rb -K-^jpdh -**-,)+A, fc-i -h-Jl 

AtRl,DbDb_x  

2R2
b(Rb -RtStpJh -^-i)+A&-i -4-i)) 

C/ + 

r-7 + 

A ^ + AtR'Db Ch 

(3.330) 

Letting the coefficients of c£*l and C/+1 be equal to ^ and Gb respectively, this equation 

then becomes 

AbC£\ +GbCi+x={2-Gb)Ci -AbCU + *twb + 

and setting the right hand side equal to KJ
b yields 

AtR2
bDb 

R2
b\Rb-Rb_ARb-Rb) 

Cb (3.331) 

4»C£?+G4C/+ I=^. (3.332) 
Finally, the equations for the inner boundary (3.322), general mesh zone (3.316), and outer 
boundary (3.332) form a set of simultaneous equations, which can be cast into matrix form 
as 
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Gl Hx 0 0 
H2 0 
G, H-

0 
0 
0 

V 

0 0 0 
' - ' A - l Ht b-\ 

c/+1 

c2
y + 1 

cr1 

b J\Cb J \Kb / 

(3.333) 

The elements on the right hand side of the equation are known from the initial and boundary 

conditions for the first time step (y = 0 toy = 1), and the elements in the leftmost tri-diagonal 

matrix are known from diffusion and geometric data of the system, and so this equation can 

be solved for concentration at the end of the timestep ( j = 1) by using the Crout Factorisation 

for Tridiagonal Linear Systems algorithm [26]. These new concentration values can then be 

used as the initial values for the following timestep and so forth; hence a complete numerical 

solution of concentration profile as a function of time is achieved. 

The first step in the Gauss-Jordan elimination of a tri-diagonal matrix is known as forward 

elimination, in which the lower triangular elements are eliminated by subtraction of multiplies 

of the upper row, i.e. 

Or more generally 

A;=A,—2-G, =0 

G[=G2-^-H, 

H-, = Hf 0 = H~> 

A' = 0 V 2<i<b 

G' = Gi '-H., V 2<i<b 

H',=H, V l<i<b-l 

K'J =K{-^i-K{, V 2<i<b 

(3.334) 

(3.335) 

(3.336) 

(3.337) 

(3.338) 

(3.339) 

(3.340) 

(3.341) 

This step of forward elimination reduces the matrix equation to the upper triangular form 
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H, 0 0 . . . o Y c / + 1 > (W) 
0 G'2 H2 0 0 C{+x K'2

J 

0 0 
0 

G'3 H, 0 

0 

c/+ 1 

= 

K'3
J 

i ; • 0 0 GU a»-x K'bU 
0 0 0 0 G'b) y-b ) v'i KKb ) 

(3.342) 

Following this, is the step of backward substitution where the solutions are determined by 

substituting solutions of concentrations from the last element to the first, 

^7+1 _ y-b 
G' 

CU={K'J_x-HbM+X)lGlx 
In general 

C/+1=(K,,J-HIC/^)/G; v I</<*>-I 
gives the solution of the concentration profile for each successive timestep. 

(3.343) 

(3.344) 

(3.345) 

3.2.9.1.2 Mass transfer at surface boundary condition 

For a given concentration of diffusant beyond the surface, the mass transfer at the 

surface (of the sphere) can be given by the relation [17], [18] 

Jb=helfb-CJJ (3.346) 
where 

hc = mass transfer coefficient, 

Jb = flux of mass transfer at the boundary. 

For conservation of mass, this flux must equal the flux flowing out of the surface from the 

outer mesh zone, namely 

Jk=-D, 
Ch-C, 

\Rb~Rb 
rKfo-cj, 

where it can be solved for Cb by first multiplying out on both sides 

-C» 
\Rb-RbJ 

+ C, '3̂  
^Rb-Rbj 

= KC,-KCi fc^b 

and then moving all the Cb terms to the left hand side 

C, ' Db ^ -hcCb=-KCi+C, Dh 
Rb~Rb KRb~RtJ 

followed by factorising the common factor of Cb on the left hand side, 

(3.347) 

(3.348) 

(3.349) 
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(( D. 

\\Rb-Rbj 

\ 
= -KCJ+Ck b+\ 

\Rb-RbJ 

and dividing through by the coefficient of Cb 

Dh 

Rh-Rh 
c b+\ 

\Rb-Rb) ) 

which can be simplified by multiplying out by the denominator to finaly yield 

" Db-hc(R
b-R

b) 

(3.350) 

(3.351) 

(3.352) 

Substituting this into equation (3.327), which represents the discretized diffusion equation for 

the outermost mesh zone, 

5 Q 
dt 

1 

( rCbDb-hcCi+i(Rb-Rb) ' 

Rb \Rb - Rb~\ 

RbDb 

V V 

° c b+\ v " 
Db-h\Rb-Rb) 

Rb ~Rb 

RU 
_ DbDjcb-cJ ) 
A - i ( 4 - ^ - i ) + W - i - ^ - i ) 

+ wb-ACb 

(3.353) 

and simplifying by reducing the fractional component in the double fraction, 

5 Q 
dt 

1 RlDb 

■b\ *b ~*b-\ |V v 

r 

Rl\R,-R 

CbDb -KCJJkb -R
b)-CbDb +Cbh{Rb -Rb) 

(Rb-RblDb-hc(Rb-Rb}j 
(3.354) 

R 
\\ 

V 
+ wh-ACh 

DbDb_\cb-Cb_) 

Db-Mb-^hM^-Xb-il 
and then gathering like terms in the numerator that has been reduced, and cancelling 

common factors 

J) 

dCj, 

dt Ri\Rb-Rb-iV v 
R2

bDb 
(_hM,-Cb)' 

Db-hc(Rb-Rb) 

R b-l 

(3.355) 

Applying the time discretization and using average concentrations on the right hand side, as 

per Crank-Nicholson technique 
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At 
1 

Rb\ Rb~Rb-i 

RlDb . 2[Db-h\kb-Rb)) J 

R 
2(DbA(Rb-Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x-Rb_x)) 

multiplying out by At and simplifying 

(3.356) 

vJ 
+*»-f(cr+#) 

cf-ci At 
Rb\ Rb~Rb-\ jv 

f. f 
RlDh 2[Db-h\Rb-Rb)) , 

RL 
w 

(3.357) 

iJj 

™bAt-f(cr+c{) 
2(Db_x(Rb-Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x-RbJ) 

noting that CJ
b+x =C£{ = CJ

b+x as per boundary condition, and rearranging to move all non-

boundary j + l terms to the left hand side, and all j terms to the right hand side and 

factorising 

/ 

, AtX 
1 + + 

2 

AthcR2
bDb 

v 
2Rl\Rb-Rb_ADb-hc{Rb-Rb) 

+ 

W 

A^AA-I 
2Rl\Rb -Rb_xJpb_x{kb -Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x -Rb_x)) 

A^2_iAA-i  
2R2 (R„ - Rb_x ]{pb_x (kb - Rb_x)+ Db ( R M - Rb_x)) 

C/+1 -

AtX tohc%pb  

2R2
b(Rb-Rb_l)(Db-hc(Rb-Rb)) 

\\ 
AtR2

b_xDbDb_x 

2Rl\Rb -Rb_xJpb_x(kb -Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x -Rb_x)) 

AtR2
b_xDbDb_x  

2R2
b(Rb-Rb_x)(Db_x(Rb -Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x -Rb_x)) 

ci + 

CJ + 

wbAt + 
AtR2

bDbhc 

R2(Rb-Rb_x)(Db-hc(Rb-Rb)) 
CJ 

(3.358) 
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Letting the coefficients of CJ
b*l and C/+1 be equal to Ab and Gb respectively, this equation 

then becomes 

GbCp + AbC£l ={l-Gbpb -AbCi_x +AtWb + AtR2
bDbhc CL (3-359) 

Rl\kb-Rb_^{Db-hc{kb-Rb} 

and setting the right hand side equal to Kb
J yields 

AbCt:\+GbCt+'=Kb
J. (3.360) 

Finally, the equations for the inner boundary (3.322), general mesh zone (3.316), and outer 
boundary (3.332) form a set of simultaneous equations, which can be cast into matrix form 
as 

(Gx Hx 0 0 o ] fcr] { K{ ) 
A2 G2 H2 0 ... 0 Cf1 K{ 
0 

0 
G3 H3 

... 
0 

0 

cj+1 

= 
K{ 

0 A-! G»_, Hb., eg KL 
I o 0 ... 0 A Gb J U/J 

(3.361) 

The elements on the right hand side of the equation are known from the initial and boundary 
conditions for the first time step (j = 0 toy =1), and the elements in the leftmost tri-diagonal 

matrix are known from diffusion and geometric data of the system, and so this equation can 
be solved for concentration at the end of the timestep (j = 1) by using the Crout Factorisation 

for Tridiagonal Linear Systems algorithm [26]. These new concentration values can then be 
used as the initial values for the following timestep and so forth; hence a complete numerical 
solution of concentration profile as a function of time is achieved. 

The first step in the Gauss-Jordan elimination of a tri-diagonal matrix is known as forward 
elimination, in which the lower triangular elements are eliminated by subtraction of multiplies 
of the upper row, i.e. 

4=A2--?-Gl=0 

G2 — G2 //j 

H-, = H.-, 

G, 

"0 = # , 

K'2J =K{-^K{ 

(3.362) 

(3.363) 

(3.364) 

(3.365) 

Or more generally 

A' = 0 V 2<i<b (3.366) 
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(3.367) 

(3.368) 

K\j =KJ-^-KU V 2<i<b (3.369) 

This step of forward elimination reduces the matrix equation to the upper triangular form 

G' = G, '-H,, V 2<i<b 

H\ = Ht V \<i<b-\ 

G[ # i 0 0 
0 G'2 H2 0 
0 0 

0 
G'3 H 

0 0 

... o Yc/+1>) (K[J) 

... 0 Cf1 K'2
J 

... 0 C/+1 K'3
J 

0 : 

0 GU #*-, cm K'bU 
0 0 G'b) KKb ) 

(3.370) 

Following this, is the step of backward substitution where the solutions are determined by 

substituting solutions of concentrations from the last element to the first, 

Gb 

In general 

cj+x ={£]>-HCI^G; v \<t<b~\ 
gives the solution of the concentration profile for each successive timestep. 

(3.371) 

(3.372) 

(3.373) 

3.2.9.2 Mass balance approach 

The time dependent diffusion equation (3.26) may be integrated over a volume to yield 

Jl dc 
-^--Wpn+ten dV=p*(DnVcn)pV (3.374) 

where the subscripts p, n can be dropped and capital C (= c) used for simplicity this section 

it becomes 

(— -w + lc]dV- J(V• (Z)VC))/F (3.375) 

and applying the Divergence Theorem [22], [23], [27] to the right hand side of this equation 

transforms the volume integral into a surface integral 

Jl w + AC 
dt 

dV=\{DVC)*dS. (3.376) 

Applying this to a finite volume element (or mesh zone) AVt, with directed surface elements 

ASk, this can be approximated as 

6Q 
dt 

-w.+AC, ;W= x((£vc)t.Ask) (3.377) 
k surfaces 
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where 

C, = average concentration in volume element / , 

(l>VC)|t = product of diffusion coefficient and gradient of concentration at surface k. 

The flux is defined as 

4> = -DVC (3.378) 
and so (3.377) can be more intuitively as 

dC, 
dt 

'—Wt+AC, (3.379) 
) k surfaces 

where the right hand side is the sum of the total number of fission/activation product 

entering/leaving the volume element AVt (which is bounded by surfaces AS t). 

For the case of spherical volume elements with spherical symmetry (i.e. no polar and 

azimuthal dependence of concentration of diffusing species) indexing is slightly different to 

the finite difference case, and is shown in Figure 10. Using this, equation (3.377) can be 

written as 

rdC - x ( vr} ( ^ 
\v, = D— AS- D— 1 { dr I dr J 

AS i-\ (3.380) 
i - i 

where 

ASt = area of spherical surface at radius Rt. 
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R i-2 *,-i .R, RM Ri+2 ** 

KEY 
R, = radius at outer surface of mesh zone / , 
R~i = radius at average concentration in mesh zone /', 

C, = concentration at outer surface of mesh zone / , 
C, = average concentration of mesh zone / , 
Dt = average diffusion coefficient in mesh zone /. 

Figure 10: Diagram illustrating indexing of discrete spherical shells for mass balance 
numerical solution 

Discretising the gradients at the surfaces can be done using gradients across the positions of 

the average concentration 

5Q 
dt 

■w.+AC, AVi=Di 
\Ri+\-Ri J 

^ , - A - i 
f c - c A 

Ri~Ri-l 
^ M (3.381) 

where the surface diffusion coefficients from equations (3.306) and (3.307) can be used to 
yield 

5Q 
dt 

-wl+ACi AVi= = A+iAfo+i - *<) 
j A ^ + i - ^ ) + A + i ( ^ - ^ ) 

fc -c^ 
\Ri+l-Ri; 

ASt-

fCt-C ^ 

where cancelling common factors gives 

(3.382) 

^ M 

rdC, 
dt 

■ W, + AC, AF, =-=*=! Di+lDi{cM-Ci)ASi A A - i f c - C / - i K - (3.383) 

by applying discretization of the time differential, and using Crank-Nicholson averages for the 

concentrations, 

- w,,+ A, cr-c,-
\\ At 

C/^+C/ w 
AV, 

AA-I(C/+1 +ct
J-cg - c / L K 

2(Di_l(Rl-Ri_l)+Di(Ri_l-RiJ 

(3.384) 
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Multiplying out by At 

i— — \ (rJ+} +rJ^ 
(C/+1 - C/ ]\V, - MWfAV, + AM ' ' AV,=-

AtDi+]D^+C^ - C / + 1 -C/jdS, 
2{Di{RM-Ri)+DM{Ri-Ri)) 

AtD^ (c/+1 + C/ - Cff - C/, K_, 
2(Di_i(Rl-Ri_l)+Di(Ri_1-RiJ 

(3.385) 

and expanding 

AV&* -AV& -AtwAK+^^C/* + W*C> = 
; ; -..,._.. , 

AtDMD,ASt ■ ■--_■ _ „ c ' + 1 i , _ , _ A 'A+iAf?, _ ^ / 
2 ( A ( * M - * J + A + I (*,-*,)) ,+1 2 ( A ^ + , - ^ ) + A + , ^ - ^ J J /+1 

AtDMDiASi AtDMD,AS, .. . /"< 7+1 _ " ' " j t l " i " " i /"r 7 (3.386) 

A/AA-.g-. 

A/AA- i ^ - i 

A/AA-i^/- i 
2(A-1^-JR,_1)+A(^-1-^,-1)) ' 2 ( A _ 1 ( ^ - J R M ) + A ( ^ _ 1 - ^ _ 1 ) ) ' 

■^^cz;1 + & 
2 ( A _ , ^ - ^ M ) + A ^ M - ^ - I ) ) '_1 2 (A_ 1 ( / ? , - J R,_ 1 )+A(^ - I - ^M) ) M 

and rearranging to move all j +1 terms to the left hand side, and all j terms to the right hand 

side and factorising common factors of concentration 

_ ' 2 2 ( A - , & - * M M & - I - * M ) ) 2 ( A ^ + 1 - ^ j + A + i ^ - ^ ) ) , 
c, 7+1 

A / A + I A ^ , _ _ g,/+i _ A/AA-i^^-i c 7+1 

2 ( A ^ + , - ^ ) + A + I ^ - ^ ) ) /+1 2 ( A _ 1 ^ - ^ - , ) + A ^ - I - ^ - I ) ) M 

AtDMDtASt CJ +-r= A^A-1^1-1 
(3.387) 

2(At*,+1-iU+A+iI*,-*,)) ,+l 2 ( A _ , ^ - ^ - , ) + A ^ - I - ^ - , ) ) 
iC,{,+A/w,Ar,+ 

AV-^.AU AtDMD,AS, 
2 2(Ate+ i -JU+A+ i&-^)) 2 ( A - I ^ , - ^ M ) + A ^ - I - ^ M ) ) . 

C/ 

Further noting that AS, = 4;rf?, , and substituting this into the above, with simplification gives 

2 
\ V . 1 A F / A / 2 1 ,_ ,_ A 'AA-i2_^-i _ | AtD^D^f _ A 

2 (A- i^-^-J+A^- i -^- i ) ) ( A K I - ^ ) + A + , ^ - ^ ) ) 
c, 7+1 

AtDMDt2^f _UJ+l A/AA-i2_^,-i _ CJ+I 

AtD^D^nR- C 7 + /_ / _ — , ' \ ' _ t'J =—nCL + AtwAV: + 
(3.388) 

(A( *M-*J+A + I ( * , - * , ) ) /+1 ( A _ , ^ - ^ - I ) + A ^ M - ^ - J ) 
' AVAa AtDMD,2nR? _ AtDlD^27^_x ^ 

' ~^ (At^-^j+A,,^-^)) (A^S-^-J+A^M-^- , ) ) <V 
Letting the coefficients of C/_\l, C/+1, and C,^1 be At, Gn and /f, respectively 

GC/* +HiC^l+AiC^ =-H,C> -AiCiii+AtwiAVi+{2AVi -GJC/ (3.389) 
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and letting the right hand side of this equation equal Kf, the general equation for the /'th 

mesh zone becomes 

4c/_r ,+G,c/+ 1+/r,c£1=*/ (3.390) 
where 

K/ =-HiC^ -AJCU + AtwiAVi+(2AVi -G,jc/. (3.391) 
The boundary condition at the centre of the sphere (condition of symmetry) for the mass 

balance conservation is that there is no diffusant flow across the sphere centre, in other 

words, equation (3.380) has the second term on the right hand side vanish at / = 1, 

rdQ 
dt 

l--wx+ACx AV, D dC_ 
dr 

AS, (3.392) 

This equation can be discretised in a similar manner to that used to derive the general 

equation (3.388) from (3.380) by first discretising the concentration gradient at the surface 

dC 
dt 

L-w,+AC, 
\ 
AV,=IX 

J 

-̂2 Q 
\R2~R\J 

ASX, 

then using the surface diffusion coefficient from equation (3.306) 

rda 
dt 

l--w, + AC, AVX = 

and cancelling common factors 

D2DX[R2-RX) 

A & - J * I J + 0 2 ^ - A J 
-̂2 Q 

KR2-Rly/ 
AS, 

rdQ 
dt 

1--wx+ACx 
V1 = _^ (c f -q>y , 

A t * 2 - * , ) + A ( * i - * i ) 
applying time discretization and using Crank-Nicholson concentration averages 

V ' - c / / Q ^ + c / ^ r _D2Dx{ci*+cj-crl-cj)Asx 

V At I 2 )) 2( lipS^-R^+D^-B,)) 
multiplying out by At 

C,J+l-C,J -w,At + AU (c,J+1+c,J 77 I W 

AVX = 
)) 

_ AtD2Dx(c2
J+1 + C2

J -CX
M - C / W 

2(DX(R2-R1)+D2(RX-R1)) 
and expanding 

AVAJ+1 -AVAJ -AvlWlAt+^^crl
 + W*L£j 1^1 

AtD,D,AS, 
2 ' 2 

AtD,D,AS, 

(3.393) 

(3.394) 

(3.395) 

(3.396) 

(3.397) 

(3.398) 
2(DX(R2-R^+D2(RX-R,}) 2 2(DX(R2-R\}+D2(RX-RX)) 2 

AtD2DxASx -M AtD2DxASx =j 
2\p\R2-tix)+D2{Rx-Rx)) X 2\p\R2-FLx)+D2{Rx-Rx)) ' 

rearranging to move all j + \ t e rms to the left hand side, and all j t e rms to the right hand 

side and factorising common factors of concentration and substituting in the expressions for 

surface area, namely AS, = 4nR?, 
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AVxlAt 
_ 1 + 2 +(Dl(R2-kl)+D2(Rl-Rl)) 

C/+1 AtD2Dx2nRx 

(DX(R2-RX)+D2(RX-RX)) 
rj+\ 
*"2 

AVX- AtD2Dx2nR{ AVxMt 
C/ + (3.399) 

AtD2Dx27cRx
2 - . A „ A 

-fcrĵ  -A ' _ A ^ C / + AVxWxAt 

letting the coefficients of C/+1 and C2-/+1 be G,, and Hx respectively 

GxCx
J+l + HXC{+1 = (2AF, - G,)C/ - HXC{ + AVxwxAt (3.400) 

letting the right hand side equal to K{ yields the discretised equation for the inner boundary 

condition 

GxCx
J+l+HxCi+l=K{ (3.401) 

where 

K{ = (2AF, - G, XV - HXC{ + AVxwxAt. (3.402) 
Once again, as in the case of the finite difference approach of section 3.2.9.1, for the outer 

surface, two boundary conditions are possible, that of a constant surface concentration, or 

that of a constant outer concentration resulting in a mass transfer rate governed by the 

evapouration constant. These are discussed further. 

3.2.9.2.1 Constant surface concentration boundary condition 

For the outer boundary condition case where the concentration at the surface of the sphere 

is fixed, namely 

C{Rb) = Cb (3.403) 
where the index b refers to the outermost mesh zone of the sphere, using equation (3.380) 

and Figure 11 yields 

dt 
■wb+ACb 

\ ( nr} r ac} 
AVb = D ASb- D 

I dr) b I dr) 
— AS, b-l (3.404) 

A-l 
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s<r i R
b 

VM \ 
Q-i 

\ 
i 

i 
e 

ei -2 ; Ci 
i 

-1 ' c„ 
Li / / / 

Rb-2 Rb-\ Rh 

Figure 11: Diagram illustrating boundary condition and indexing at outer edge of 
sphere for mass balance solution 

For the gradient at the surface ASb (i.e. at Rb), a first order approximation is to use the 

concentration gradient from the position of average concentration to the fixed surface 

concentration and so equation (3.404) becomes 

dC, 
dt 

t-wh+ACh 

\ 
A K = A 

J MH" \Rb ~Rb-\ 
b-1 (3.405) 

by using the mesh surface diffusion coefficient of equation (3.307) for Dl b-l 

dt 
b—yvb + XCb AFA=DA 

Cb-C_b 

\Rb~Rb j 
AS„ 

DbDb_x(Rb-Rh_,) _ 

A-iK-^-iJ+A^-i-^-J 
fC -C A 

^b ^b-\ 
KRb-Rb_U 

AS, b-l 

and cancelling common factors 

rdC, 
dt 

t-wb + ACb Wb=Db 

fC -C^ 

\Rb~Rb ) 

AS _ ^ A - I ( Q - Q - I K - I _ 
* Db-Mb-Rb-i)+£>b{Rb-i-Rb-i) 

(3.406) 

(3.407) 

applying time discretization and using Crank-Nicholson concentration averages and noting 

that the boundary condition of constant surface concentration requires C/+1 = CJ
b = Cb 

*-<> ~^b 
At 

multiplying out by At 

-wb+A 
'c/+1+Ck

J^ (r -ri* ~ A 

Wb=Db 

;) 
ASh 

2(Rb~Rb) 

DbD^Jcf +Cj-cp -CJ^AS^ 
2(Db_l(Rb-Rb_l)+Db(Rb_i-Rb_l)) 

(3.408) 

Cb
J+x-Cb

J -wbAt + XAt (ct+ci^ 
J) 

AVb=AtDb 
(ch-crx-ci^ ASh-

ARb-Rb) 

2{Db_x{Rb-Rb_x)+Db{RbA-Rb^}) 

(3.409) 
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and expanding 

AVhAAt ■ AVhCh
j+l -SVJCl - AF>AA/ + —*- C/+1 + AVhAAt -

AtDbASb - AtDbASb -j+x AtDbASb ^ 

AtDbDb_xASb_x "j+i AtDbDb_xASb_x 
(3.410) 

Ci + 
2{Db_l [Rb - R^j+D,, &_> - Rb_x )) " 2(A-, fo - k\-J+Db (Rb_x - Rb_x)) 

AtDbDbXASb_x _ - / + 1 | AtDbDb_xASbX _ - , 
2[Db_\Rb-Rb_x)+Db{Rb_x-RbJ *"' l[Db_\Rb - Rb_x)+Db{Rb_x -Rb,x}) w 

rearranging to move all y + 1 terms to the left hand side, and all j terms to the right hand 

side and factorising common factors of concentration together with substitution of the surface 

area AS1, = AnRf 

AVb + 
AVbXAt AtDb27iR2

b AtD^^lnR, 2 
A - l 

2 (Rb-Rb) (Db_x(Rb-Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x-Rb_x)) 
*-A ~ 

{Db_\Rb-Rb_,)+Db[Rb_x -Rb_x)) "-' 

\ V t^b^l AtDbDbx2jiRlx _ AVbXAt 
" (Rb-Rb) (Db_x(Rb-Rb_x)+Db(Rb_x-RbJ 2 

(3.411) 

C/ + 

AtDbDb_x2xRlx AtDh2nRi --=-^CU + (=" -\Cb+AVbwbAt (Db_x(R^-Rb_xj+Db(Rb_x-Rb_x)) b~X+ (Rb-Rb) 
letting the coefficients of Cb

J*x and C/+1 be A , and Gb respectively 

GbCr + AbCCl = (2AFA - Gb )C/ - AbCb
J_x + ̂ f l Q + AFAwAAt, 

V^6 - ^ A ) 
(3.412) 

and letting the right hand side equal K{ yields the discrete equation for the boundary mesh 

zone 

n cJ+l + A cJ+l - KJ 
ub^b +/ib{-b-\ - A A 

(3.413) 
where 

K{=(2AVb ~Gb)Cb
j -AbCU + ^b2_73\Cb+AVbwbAt. (3.414) 

The set of equations (3.401), (3.390), and (3.413) form a tri-diagonal matrix as in equation 

(3.333) and can be solved in exactly the same manner to yield the time evolution of the 

concentration profile in the sphere. 

3.2.9.2.2 Mass transfer at surface boundary condition 

For boundary codition with a given concentration (c/+1) of diffusant beyond the surface, the 

mass transfer at the surface (of the sphere) can be given by the relation [17], [18] 

Jb=hc{cb-ci+x) (3.415) 
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where 

hc = mass transfer coefficient, 

Jb = flux of mass transfer at the boundary, 

As can be seen in Figure 11, the index b refers to the outermost mesh zone of the sphere, 
and using equation (3.380) together with the transfer rate from the surface given by the 
equation above yields 

dt 
b—wb+lCb AVb=-hc(cb-CJ

b+l)jSb- dr 
AS, 6-1 (3.416) 

b-\ 
For conservation of mass, to first approximation, the flux defined in equation (3.415) must 

equal the flux flowing out of the surface from the outer mesh zone, namely 

J„=-Df 
C_t-Cb 

KRb~Rb 
= hc{cb-cJ

M), 

where it can be solved for Cb by first multiplying out on both sides 

A 
\Rb~Rbj 

Cb + 
A 

KRb-RbJ 
cb=hccb-hccu 

and then moving all the Cb terms to the left hand side 

A 
yRb ~Rb j 

Cb-KCb 

( Jb_ ̂  
\Rb ~Rb j 

Cb "c^-b+l < 

followed by factorising the common factor of Cb on the left hand side, 

rr ~ \ \ D, -K 
WRb-Rb) j 

ch = A 
yRb~Rbj 

Cb ~ "cQ+i. 

and dividing through by the coefficient of Cb 

(3.417) 

(3.418) 

(3.419) 

(3.420) 

Ch = 

A 

VRb~RbJ 
C\-KCJ

M 

A 
R

h-R
b W"b 

which can be simplified by multiplying out by the denominator to finally yield 

- =DbC±-hcC(jRb-Rb) 
" Db-h\Rb-Rb) 

(3.421) 

(3.422) 

Substituting this into the mass transfer diffusion equation for the outermost mesh zone 

(3.416), 

'dC> 
dt 

^-wb+ACb AVb=-hc 
' DbC1-hcCjJpb-Rb) cj 

Db-hc\Rb-Rb) "' 

\ (, fir} ASb-
) 

D— ASb-
) I dr) 

ASb_x (3.423) 
A-l 

and discretising the differential with respect to space on the right hand side 
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dt 
-wh+ACh AVh=-K DbCb-hcC(+,(Rb-Rb) rJ 

Db-hc(ib-Rb) ~Cb+\ ASb-

A-i 
(r -C x 

\ R b - R b - \ j 

(3.424) 

^ * - i 

further noting that Db_x can be re-expressed using equation (3.307) 

5Q 
dt -wb+ACb Wb=-hc 

' DbC±-hcCbjRb-Rb) c 

{ Db-h\Rb-Rb) 

AA-i.R-iJ 
Db_\Rb-Rb_x)+Db{Rb_x-Rb_x) 

ASh 

rc-c A 

^b ^b-\ 
\Rb-Rb-\j 

(3.425) 
AS, b-\ 

whereupon simplification and cancellation of common factors on the right hand side will yield 

!—wb+XCb 
Wb = -KDb{cb-CL)ASb__ D±D„{Cb~C_: )ASb_r_ 

Db -h\Rb -Rb) Z)A-ifo -^- i )+ A K - . - ^ - I ) 
Applying time discretization and using Crank-Nicholson averaging for the concentrations, 
taking into account that CA+1 is given as a function of time 

dQ 
dt 

( ■ ^ 

^ ^-wb+A 
At b 

'7+1 77 iW +c, AVb = 
)) 

multiplying out by At 

-hcDb(cjl+Cj_-2Ct^)ASb 

2(Db-hc(Rb-Rb)) 

AA-i(g+1 +cb
J -eg - c / X , 

2{Db_\Rb~RbA)+Db[Rb_y-Rb_l)) 

(3.427) 

r^M . 7n\ ^ 
Cb

J+l-Cj-wbAt + A, ch
J+1+cJ 

K ) 
At AV _-hcDb{c£x

+Ci-2CL^ASbAt 
" 2(Db-h\Rb-Rb)) 

DbDjp{*+CJ -C£-Ci_^ASb_At 
2(Db_l(Rb-Rl)_l)+Db(Rb_l-RbJ 

(3.428) 

and once again expanding by multiplying out 

CrAVb -CJAVb -wbAtAVb + ^ L ^ b *-Ctl + AAtAV, * r 7 

hcDbASbAt -M hcDbASbAt - y , hcDbASbAt ^ 
2(Db-hc(Rb-Rb)) " 2(Db-hc(Rb-Rb}} b (Db-hc{Rb-Rb)) 

b+\ 

DbDb^xASb_xAt vCV+1 - DbDb_xASb_,At 
(3.429) 

2(Db^{Rb-Rb_l)+Db(Rb_l-RbJ b 2(Db_l(Rb-Rb_l)+Db(Rb_l-Rb_l)) 
=-<*& + 

^ \i^b-l 
_DbDb-XAS±xAt _ - / + 1 | _DbDb-^S±lAt _ 

2(Db^{Rb-Rb_l)+Db(Rb_l-RbJ w 2{Db_\Rb-Rb_l)+Db{Rb„l-RbJ 
followed by rearranging to move all j + \ terms to the left hand side, and substituting in the 
surface areas, namely ASt = 4nR?, yields 
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,_ DbDb-\2 - * / ' - »CJ+l + 
(ZV,^ -*»_ . )+£*&-! -**-,)) *_1 

DbDb_x2nl?b_,At _ - , + 

( Z ) ^ - i t , ) + A (Vi-**-,)) *"' 
' AAfAF, | A F _ JcDb2nR2

bAt DbDb_x27^2
b_,At 

\ (Db-hc[Rb-Rb}} {D^-R^j+D^-R^l Cb
J + 

hcDb47!RbAt , 
(Db-hc(Rb-Rb)) b^(Db-K(Rb-Rb)rM 

Letting the coefficients of C/_Y and C/+1 be, v4A and GA respectively 

A&g +GbCr =-AbCbU+(2AVb -Gb)0i +wbAtAVb + .3^If >% sfL , (3.431) 
{Db-hc{Rb-Rb)) 

and letting the right hand side equal Kb
j yields the discrete equation for the boundary mesh 

zone, namely 

Afitf+GbCJ* =K> (3.432) 
where 

Ki=-AbCb
J_,+(2AVb -Gb)cb

J
+wbAtAVb + /3^1f *% ,fL ■ (3-433) 

The set of equations (3.401), (3.390) and (3.432) form a tri-diagonal matrix as in equation 
(3.361) and can be solved in exactly the same mariner to yield the time evolution of the 
concentration profile in the sphere. 

3.2.9.3 GETTER approach 

The discretized matrix elements extracted from the code are presented in this section, for 
comparison with the two approaches described above. For the internal matrix elements, the 
nomenclature depicted in Figure 8 was used, and the matrix elements are given by 

A, = -Ag^A-^-^fe ^ (3434) 

X,-,, -^y^ ' feyff i -„ (3.435) 

B , = T - AfljrfVVife-JUK2 

(3.436) 

Z, = -A,C/-i -X /C& + (2AK, - B , ) c / + AF>,Af (3.437) 
where the general form of the set of linear equations is given by 

A/C/-!1 + BAy+1 + * ; C J+l = Z> (3.438) 
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3.2.9.3.1 Inner boundary condition for the GETTER approach 

For the first mesh zone, where the inner boundary condition of zero concentration gradient 
applies, GETTER has the following matrix elements 

A , = 0 (3.439) 
2 „ - At2nD2D,R2Rx 

Xi=r= V- - —(-—=m (3.440) 

52 
Bl j^Ajff +^M + AKl (3.441) 
- 1 [R.-RJD^+D^-R,)) 2 

Z, = -X ,C / + (2AF, - B, ) c / + AF>, Af (3.442) 
where the equation is given by 

B,C/+1 + X,C2
>+1 = Z, (3.443) 

3.2.9.3.2 Outer boundary condition for the GETTER approach 

For the last mesh zone, where the outer boundary condition is applied, GETTER uses 

~b (Rb - Rb_, X P ^ - i - Rt-2)+ A-, (R„ - ^*-i)) 

-" 2Db+(Rb-Rb_,]Ez 

B Atl7pbDb_XRb -KMrx | _&Dbhc4nR2
b { AtAVbA ( A[/ 

~* (^ -^ - iK(Vi - V2)+A-,fe "**-,)) 2A+l^-^- iK 2 

ZA = - ^ C / _ , -XAC/+ 1 +(2AFA -Bb^b
J+AVbwbAt (3.447) 

3.2.9.4 Comparison of approaches and numerical stability of solutions 

The set of discrete linear equations derived in section 3.2.9.2, namely the mass balance 

approach, are very nearly equivalent to those of the GETTER approach, if the radius at 

average concentration in a mesh zone is taken to be half the distance into the mesh zone, 

namely 

Ri = R,+R'-1 . (3.448) 

When applying this, the solutions between the GETTER approach and the mass balance 

approach differ by a factor of 

Ri ~ Ri-2 
Rt~Ri-\ 

* 2 (3.449) 

which would be true if mesh spaces were constant. However, this is not always the case in 

GETTER as different mesh spacings are allowed, especially for the coated particle layers. 

Several attempts have been made to obtain an expression for the average concentration 

radius such that the GETTER approach would yield the same result as the mass balance 

approach, with no real success. 
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GETTER imposes a condition on the discrete timestep Ar, which is based on keeping the 
values of concentration positive, in order to prevent oscillations in the numerical solution. 
However, as it was not possible to derive the exact form of finite difference solution 
employed by GETTER, verification of this stability condition would be pointless at this stage, 
and it is left as an anomaly to be resolved, either by implementing the newly derived finite 
difference solution form discussed here, or by showing that the form used by GETTER is 
correct. 

3.2.10 Volume void per sphere 

In order to calculate the volume of void per sphere Vvps in a packed bed of porosity s, simple 

geometric arguments are used. Assuming a bed of n spheres, each of fixed volume Vs, and 

the bed having a total volume VT, which is basically the sum of the total void volume Vv and 

sphere volume 

VT=Vv+nVs. (3.450) 
Porosity of the bed being defined as 

s = ^- (3.451) 
v 

can be modified by substitution of (3.450) into the denominator to yield 

E=—^— (3.452) 
Vv+nVs 

where the numerator and denominator on the right hand side can be divided by Vv 

s = (3.453) 
1 + - P , V 

and rearranging this to make the volume of void per sphere 

Vm=^- (3.454) vps 
n the subject of the formula yields the volume of void per sphere 

\-E 
Vvps=-^. (3.455) 

3.3 CORRELATIONS 

3.3.1 Conductivity in the sphere graphite 

Conductivity in the graphite is dependent on four major parameters, namely: the grade of 
graphite, heat treatment temperature, fast neutron dose, and temperature of graphite. 
GETTER has the capability to calculate the conductivity using one of two techniques. One 
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being an interpolation of experimental data points, and the other is the well known Kania-
Nickel correlation [6] that fits experimental data rather well. 

3.3.1.1 Interpolation of experimental data points 

Currently, the Brabandt and Theymann data is used as the reference experimental points for 
the graphite. No reference could be found where this data is presented as to confirm the 
grade or heat treatment temperature of the graphite; hence this issue is reported as an 
anomaly. A plot of the correlation behaviour as a function of fast neutron dose (fluence) and 
temperature is shown in Figure 12 below. 

Brabandt Theymann matrix graphite conductivities at various 
fluences (10**25nf*-2, HDN) as calculated by Gbl IbK 

0.6-, 

0.55 

0.5 

0.45-

0.4-

| 0.35-
.o 

?, 0.3 

§ 0.25 

0.2 

0.15-

0.1 

0.05 

0 -I , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 
0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Temperature (deg C) 
Figure 12: Graphite conductivity according to Brabandt Theymann option in GETTER 

3.3.1.2 Kania-Nickel Correlation 

According to the report by Kania and Nickel [6], the conductivity of graphite grades A3-3 and 
A3-27 can be calculated using the equation 

km (T, F) = km [l - a{T - \00)eST ][l - r(l - e-fiF)-sF] (3.456) 
where 

T = temperature of graphite in °C, 
F = fast neutron fluence (or dose) in 1025 n.m"2 EDN, 

Ar1 0 0 = thermal conductivity of graphite at 100°C in W.cm"1.K"1, dependent on graphite type, 

a = parameter dependent on graphite type (see Table 7) in K"1, 

5 = parameter dependent on graphite type (see Table 7) in K"1, 

—♦— - 0 
—* -0.260 

■ 0.96 
— J K - -1.75 

k 3.58 

- ~ * - ~ - S M F * 111 i * * il&F 
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y = 0.940 -0.604(771000), 

P = 2.960 -1.955(771000), 

e = 0.043(771000)-0.008(771000)8, 

(3.457) 

(3.458) 

(3.459) 

Table 7: Parameters for use in Kania-Nickel correlation for different graphite types, 
adapted from [6] 

Parameter 
A3-3 

1800°C Heat 
Treatment 

A3-3 

1950°C Heat 
Treatment 

A3-27 

1800°C Heat 
Treatment 

A3-27 

1950°CHeat 
Treatment 

km (W.cm"1.K-1) 0.508 0.646 0.474 0.622 

a (K1) 1.1810 x10"3 1.4079 x10"3 9.7556x10^ 1.4621 x10"3 

£(K"1) -7.8453x10^ -9.0739 x10^ -6.0360x10^ -9.6050 xlO"4 

This correlation (3.456) is correct for the case of matrix graphite that does not contain coated 

particles or voids, in which case the correlation needs to be modified by an additional factor 

of 

p 1 + 0.5P 
(3.460) 

where P is the particle volume loading fraction, typically ~0.1 for 15000 coated particles per 

fuel zone, hence the complete correlation reads 

km (T, F) = km (l - a{T -100V r )(l - y(l - e~pF ) - ^ ± ± - ^ . (3.461) 

There is another anomaly in GETTER in that it does not account for the particle loading in 

the fuel zone when calculating the conductivity of the fuel zone graphite. 

3.3.2 Helium Properties 

For most cases, GETTER uses the KTA rules [16], [28] to calculate properties of the helium 

coolant gas that surrounds the pebble. However, some modifications are applied, and these 

are not justified at present. There are also no checks in place to ensure that correlations are 

applied within the applicable range. These anomalies need to be resolved. 

Applicable range of correlations: 

Temperature : 293K<rHe <1773K, 

Pressure : lbar < pHe < lOObar. 

3.3.2.1 Mass density 

The mass density (pHe) correlation is given by the KTA rules [28] as 
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pHe = 4 8 . 1 4 ^ 
'■He 

f V1 

1 + 0 .4446-^ r 
rp 1.2. 

V 1He J 

(3.462) 

where 

pHe = density of Helium in kg.m"3, 

pHe = pressure of Helium in bar, 

THe - temperature of Helium in Kelvin (K). 

GETTER uses another correlation for calculating the density of Helium, based on the ideal 
gas equation, namely 

pHefi=0.\7623x\0-6pHe 
^273.16A 

V THe J 
(3.463) 

where the subscript G has been added to indicate that the formula is from GETTER, and the 

tilda to indicate the unit of density this case is kg.cm"3. The ideal gas equation has the 

general form (for helium) 

where 
VHe

 = volume of the mass of gas in m3, 

nHe = quantity of the gas atoms in moles, 

R, = 8.314472 = ideal gas constant in J.mol"1.K"1 

PHe = pressure of helium in Pa 

Rearranging this to obtain the molar density 

nHe _ PHe 

'He Ri^He 
(3.465) 

and multiplying both sides by the molar mass of He (MHe = 4.0026 g.mol"1) gives the density 

(in g.m"3) as 

pHe = nHeMHe = PHeMHe ( 3 . 4 6 6 ) 

*He Eii'He 

converting to density to kg.cm"3, and converting pressure to bar requires multiplication by a 

factor of 1 x 10~4 to give 

P ^ = l x l 0 - 4 ^ ^ (3.467) 

where the constants for molecular weight and gas constants can be substituted to yield 

pmi = 4.814 x 10"5 ̂  (3.468) 

which is equivalent to the GETTER equation (3.463). 
THe 
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3.3.2.2 Dynamic viscosity 

Calculation of the dynamic viscosity of He is carried out using the correlations from the KTA 

rules [28] and the original Dragon report [29], namely 

?jHe=3.614x\0-1THe
0-7 (3.469) 

where ?jHe is in kg.m"1.s"1. 

3.3.2.3 Thermal conductivity 

The Dragon report [29] and KTA rules (there is a slight misprint in the German and English 

version of [28]) gives the thermal conductivity (in W.m"1.K"1) of He related to the pressure and 

temperature as 

kHe =2.682xl0-3(l + 1.123xl0-3/7//ey071^2xl0^ff^ (3.470) 
or 

N0.7l(l-2xlO-VHc) 

'e 
^00 J 

(3.471) kHe= 0.144(l + 2.7 xlO-4pHl 

where Tm =273.\5K, the temperature at 0°C. 
GETTER uses almost the same correlation, except that the term 2x\0~*pHe is neglected, 

probably because it is much smaller than unity for pressure conditions (<100bar) in a typical 

pebble bed reactor. The GETTER formula is given by 

kHe =2.682xl0-3(l + 1.123xl0"3/7We)r0-71 (3.472) 

3.3.2.4 Specific Heat 

According to the KTA rules [28], the specific heat of He remains unchanged with 
temperature, at 

CpJfc=5l95J.kg-1.K-\ (3.473) 
which seems to be a reasonable assumption in the operating temperature and pressure 

regime of the PBMR. An alternative correlation discussed in a PBMR material datasheet [30] 

is given as 

CpMe =5\95-22l.654T-l2{\0-5pHe - l ) (3.474) 

wjiere, as earlier, 
PHe = pressure of helium in Pa. 

It can easily be shown that second correlation gives results differing by no more than 1% to 

that given by the first over the PBMR temperature and pressure ranges of operation. 

3.3.3 Partial Pressure from Sorption Isotherms 

Both Henry and/or Freundlich isotherms may be used to determine the partial pressure (or 

vapour pressure) of the diffusant in the boundary layer surrounding the sphere [7] for use in 
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equation (3.25). The transition from dominant Henry to dominant Freundlich isotherms 

occurs at very high surface concentrations (>0.1^imol.g"1 [7]), which are rarely attained under 

normal operation conditions [31]. 

The partial vapour pressure pn{cs,T) of an element « is a function of the surface 

concentration and temperature, and is calculated as the sum of the Henry (p„M(cs,T)) and 

Freundlich isotherm(p„F(cs,T)) vapour pressure 

Pn(cs,T)^p„M(cs,T) +p„F(cs,T) 
where 

ff 
Pn,H(Cs>T) = CseXP 

B^ ( 

(f 

A„+-fl + A . - 1 + - 2 - lnc, 

PnACs>T) = eXP A„+^ 
\\ 

+ D„+^- Inc.. 

(3.475) 

(3.476) 

(3.477) 

\act^dl-d2T. (3.478) 
The constants An, B„, Dn, E„, ct, dx and d2 are empirically determined from experiments 

[7], and units of the parameters are given as 

T = Temperature of surface in K, 

p„H = Henry isotherm vapour pressure in bar, 

p„F = Freundlich isotherm vapour pressure in bar, 

B„, E„= constants in K, 

cs = concentration on surface in nmol.gC'1 (micromole per gram carbon) 

d2 = constant in K'1. 

Simplifications of the above formulae may be made by combining expressions containing 

constants into new constants. This is especially true for the low concentration Henry region, 

the correlation can be written as 

P„,H^Cs'T) = CseXP 

where 

F„=A„+{D„-l)lnc„ 
G„=B„+En\nCl. 

(3.479) 

(3.480) 

(3.481) 

3.3.4 Nusselt Number 

The correlation for calculating the Nusselt number for a pebble bed of spheres, namely 

equation (3.14), is 

p 1/3 p 1/2 
Nu = 121^-Re™6 + 0.033^7^ Re0M 

£.1.18 £.1.07 
(3.14) 
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where the applicable range of parameters are given [16] as 

Reynolds number: 100 < Re < 105 

Void fraction: 0.36 < s < 0.42 

Diameter ratio: Dld > 20 (D= core diameter, d = pebble diameter) 

Height of bed: H > Ad 

It is important to note here that for a core calculation near the wall, this correlation cannot be 

applied due to the void fraction approaching unity. This correlation was also determined for a 

cylindrical and not coaxial bed as in the case of the PBMR. Usage of this correlation for 

pebble bed calculations is therefore an anomaly that needs to be resolved. 

The definition of the Reynolds number (Re) for a bed of mass flow rate m (in kg.s"1), and 

cross sectional flow area A (in m2) is given by the KTA rules [16] as 

Re = ^ ^ - (3.482) 

where d is the pebble diameter in meters, and the viscosity is given by equation (3.469). 

It must be stated here that GETTER calculates the area from the core radius, assuming a 

cylindrical core, which is not correct in the case of the PBMR. A possible resolution is to use 

the effective radius representing an equivalent cross sectional area for the coaxial core. 

The Prandtl Number (Pr) 

Pr = CP-HeT?He (3.483) 

can be calculated in terms of the Helium properties of specific heat (cpHe) in J.kg"1.K"1, 

dynamic viscosity (t]He) in kg.m'Vs"1, and conductivity (kHe) in W.m"1.K"1, from equations 

(3.473), (3.469), and (3.470). 
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4. PROGRAM FLOW 

The algorithm that GETTER employs to implement all the phenomena mentioned above is 
illustrated in Figure 13. 

KEY 

AP = 1 => Activation Product Calculation 

AP = 0 => Only Fission Product Calculation 

FP = Fission Product 

CP = Coated Particle 

k= timestep number 

n = total number timesteps 

START 

| AP=0, k=0 

Read Data 

Lk=k+1 

Fission, Decay 
and Transmutation 

Power 

Fission Product 
Production Rate 

Thermodynamic *■' 

Fission Product 
recoil in for CP 

Diffusion 
Coefficients for 

Diffusion in CPs 

Fission Product 
recoil for Kernel 

.T. 
Diffusion 

I Coefficients for 

Diffusion in Naked Kernels 

Gas 
Precursor 

Diffusion in FE 

Surface Sorption 

k<=n AP<2 

_ YES =>k=0, AP=AP+1 
APcalc? > *<to>?> 

AP=>2 

Print FP/AP Release Data 

Figure 13: Programme flow of GETTER illustrating implementation of the model 
phenomena. 
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5. ANOMALIES 

Table 8 lists the anomalies and that were encountered upon reverse engineering of GETTER 
and extraction of theory. Anomalies with regard to theory implementation or software bugs 
are covered elsewhere in the implementation report and/or relevant V&V documentation. A 
record of all anomalies is also kept in the anomaly register [4]. 

Table 8: List of Anomalies for GETTER Theory 
Anomaly Description Section 

Simplification of decay chain needs to be validated to prove it is a justifiable 
approximation to ignore high absorption cross section nuclides such as 
233Th. 

3.1.1 

Brabandt Theymann data could not be found in literature. Either use other 
experimental data, or do a comparative study. 3.3.1.1 

Particle loading in the fuel zone not accounted for. 3.3.1.2 

Formulae for calculation of burnup in contamination based on unqualified 
assumptions. Rather calculate burnup in contamination using same 
technique as fuel. 

3.2.5.1 

KTA rules for heat transfer coefficient are for cylindrical bed, and not 
coaxial bed. Also not applicable near wall. Obtain new correlations 
(experiment). Check Reynolds number Area calculation based on 
cylindrical core in Gb 1 1ER. 

3.3.4 

Shell approximation for recoil using the spherical equation needs to be 
justified with respect to inner recoil losses. 

3.2.6.2, 
3.2.6.3, 
3.2.6.4. 

Buffer layer and inner pyrocarbon layer treated as one layer, using 
pyrocarbon properties. This is not conservative as buffer is much less of a 
barrier than pyrocarbon. 

3.2.6.2 

Helium properties from KTA rules modified, and density not that in rules. 3.3.2 

Volumetric average temperature for spherical shells in fuel zone not using 
correct formula. 3.2.8.2.1 

Calotte geometry assumed to be spherical shell in code, where it is actually 
a cylindrical body with a spherically hollowed interior. 3.2.8.3 

Gamma heating density in fuel zone, fuel free zone, and graphite cup 
assumed to be the same. 3.2.8 

Activation product inventory formulae in GETTER differ from those derived 
here. 3.2.3 

u t I i bK discretization OT diffusion equation differs from that obtained here. 
The exact discretization could not be produced, even after two different 
approaches used in this work. 

3.2.9 

Gas pressures for diffusant on surface of fuel element incorrectly calculated 
because of molar mass of diffusant in GE1 1 bR formulae. The exact 
formula in the code could not be reproduced from the theory. 

3.3.3 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

All of the physical laws and correlations used by GETTER have been presented in this 

dissertation to the extent that the derived equations could be implemented directly into the 

code, or modified slightly for implementation. The implementation of these into the code is 

presented as further work in [3], and falls outside the scope of this document. 

The anomalies that are presented here form part of the larger scope of anomalies, and 

exclude those presented upon implementation of the theory, or that of numerical 

inconsistencies upon code execution. Resolution of these anomalies will probably form part 

of a newer version of GETTER or justified as negligible or conservative. 
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